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(»„ General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery.Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc,; River st.

V

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.

following interesting article we 140.000 ’ Among other cities prominent
clip from Ihc New York Sun, fjr ihe benefit
in the river trade, Pittsburgh is credited
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of our sailors, and
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interestin our mercantile

ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable. Potatoes, ^ bushel ...............VO
Offlceand barn on Market street.Everything Timothy Seed, $1 bushel ........... 40

1«
10

is

Wool, *

VTIBBBLINK, J.

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ....................$ 2 50
green ...................
2 00

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ofttceof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
streot, near Market.

In

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

ft.

......................

»»
“ “

“

beach, dry ............... 2 00
One nqnareof ten line*, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
•• green ............... 1 7ft
Liquor Dealer*.
for ilrst iuBertion, and <5 ceuta for each subneHemlock Bark ...........
<Si4 »0
quent insertion for any period under three
Stave*, pork, white oak ..............&ld 00
rpE.N HAGE. Wm.. Dealer in all kinds of Liquors, Staves, Tierce,
months.
P’
_L3_m. | 6 m. I 1 t. JL Beer, Cldtr, Pop, Cigars, Baldines, and keep Heading holts, softwood .......
Q. 2 54
er of a line Pool Table, No. 5u Eighth street.
Heading bolts, hardwood ........ ......... 2 75
5 (10 8 00
8 ISO
1 Square
Stave bolts, softwood .....................
2 25
5 O* 8 00 |l0 "0
a
Wagosaaksri*ai BUctiaitki.
Stave bolts, hardwood ................3 00
8 00 10 0J I 17 00
“
Railroad ties. .............................
10 00 17 00 ! 25 00
*4 Column
INIJKEMA d.
O. Wagon and Blacksmith Shingles, A $ m .....................
2 00
17 00 25 00 I 40 On
*•
Shop.
Horse-shoeing
andall kinds of repair2.', 00 40 00 | 05 00
1
Srain, Peed, Etc.
ing done. Eighth Street a lew doors west of River.
Wheat, white S bushel ...... new
<& 1 on
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
Corn, shelled li bushel
40
changes.
Uirchaut Tailon
Oats, $ bushel ...................
25
BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
Buckwheat, V bushel ............
60
noSMAN,
J.
w..
Merchant
Tailor,
aud
Dealer
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Bran, V ton ....................... I* "0
in
ready
made
clothing
aud
Gents'
Furnish
Notices of Births,Marriages, and Deaths pubFeed. V tou ..................... 18 00
ing Goods.
lished wlutout charge for subscribers.
v ioo ib .....................ioo
Barley, ^ 100 lb ................... 100
An Z before the Subscriber'sname will denote
Meat Uartsti.
Middling. 100 lb
115
the expiration of the t*nbscripiiou. Two XX sigFlour, If 100 lb ....................
2 88
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
4 00
VAN Z'lKREN,
Meat Mar- Pearl Barley, 100 Tb ..............3 00
All advertising bills colleciable quarterly.
ket, uearcornerEighth snd Fish Street.All
Xeata,
Etc.
kinds of sausages cousiautly on hand.
Beef, dressed per lb .............. ... .. 4 a ft
......................4 ® 4'/4
J^UITE, J Dealer iu all kinds of meats and Pork,
Lard .............
10 iu
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
Smoked Meat ......................... 6,10
Ham ...........................
® 7
IfAN DER IIAAR, II., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
Shoulders .....................® 6
Chicago Sc Michigin Laka Shore R. R.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
Tallow, per lb ..........................
and twine; 8th street.
Turkeys. •* .......................... * *yi10
Taken Effect, Tuesday Jan. 1, 1878.
Chickens,dressed pvr lb ................ 6
Manufactories,Mills, Shops, Etc.
Arrive at
.

___

.........

•' ......... M
..

__

an

with 107.000, an amount nearly equivalent
to the foreign

affords a tolerably accurate measure of the

go, with

capitol invested in navigation;hut this,
with very few exceptions,is ludicrously
untrue, and

it

the officialtable with only

84.000, or the precise amount assigned to

worth while to mark the

is

a tonnage of 115,000. Chicago

is credited iu

Belfast, Maine

The tonnage of Milwau-

exact fact which we find set forth in a re

kee

port lately published by the Chief ot the

ranking below Cuyahoga, Ohio, which has

is

07,000; that of Detroit, 78,000, both

Bureau of SlaiUties.The returns em- 74.000 And finally, we may mention
braced in this report were prepared by that the shipping owned In the district of
W collectors of customs,and show the numHuron, Michigan, represents a larger
be? and tonnage of all vessels belongingto amount of tonnage than that ascribed to
each customs district, without reference to
............ the place where they may be temporarily New Orleans. We may note, also, the
broad tact that the shipping owned on our
25®
enrolled or licensed, but with exclusive Northern lakes now aggregates not less

3

A

1/

feels

marine: There

and coast tonnage of Baltino subject of national interest about more. Among the lake cities Buffalo, as
which more misconception exists than the might have been expected, stands first,
1ft
ioo ownership of our mercantile marine. The with a quota of 161,000 tons; next comes
8ft
current notion is that the volume of com- —not Chicago, nor Milwaukee,nor Demerce assignedto m given Stale or city troit, hut another New York port— Oswe-

W

.

everybody who

((P

flrit-class.

JOB PiUNTIXO rUOMPTLY AND NEATI.T DONE.

owned by

San Francisco, the official figures being

Produce, Etc.
Apples, $ bushel
Beans, ^ bushel.
Butter. V lb ......
Clover seed, V lb.
Eggs, ^ dozen.
Honey.
......

Hay, V ton
Union's. ^ bushel

lYOONE

O

TI2HS or SUB3SBIPTI0M:-ia.00peryuri# admoi.

315.

the inland city of St. Louis than

Who Owni Our Xirchant Navy.

9

Lirerr aai Salt Stablsi.

DQESBURCr, Editor and Publisher.

0. J.

NO.

The

VTAN PUTTEN

UK

WHOLE

2, 1878.

$totfcrt<s.

in Dry Good*,

Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public und conveyancer; ofllco and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

FUBLI8IIED EVERY SATURDAY AT

•

©ur

rpE ROLLER, I)., Rotall Dealer

A WBEKLY~NEW8PAPER,

BOLUHD ClTIf,

SATURDAY, MARCH

$

50
&

D

“

.................

|>UTKAUA
IJ

pi

®

New

pm.

“ “

V

regard to ownership.
It is true

HoUund.

The attention of Agent*
\V. H., Manufacturerof Plows, By
improved machinery L enabled to sail the
Grand
Is called to The Housekeepers’Snppjy
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
11.55 a.m.
lower pr.ces than any surrounding town. Plow Company, of Cincinnati,Ohio, make a
\ 9 3) p
8.30p.in. points ground to order. 10th streot west of River st.
business of getting up and manufacturing
Muskegon,PenlWHier
new and labor-saving conveniencesfor
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a.
5.25 a. m. f I EALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
housekeepers, and give employment to
l 9.25 p.
3.85 p. in. 11 Agricultural Implements; commission agent
hundreds of agents of both sexes throughfor Mowiu« aiachiues-cor. 10th Jo River street.
New Buffalo
out the whole United States to introduce
Chicago. J 1.05 a.
12.15
I)AUELS, VAN PU'ITEN & CO., Proprietors and sell (hem, and offer inducements that
f 5 10
# 11 00 a. in.
of IHuggtr Mills; (Steam Saw aud Flour will pay them handsomely, Many of their
8 25 p.m. | 9.45 “
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
agents are now making lioin $4 to $0 per
* 2.40
ITERBEEK, H. W.. & CO., Proprietorsof ihc day, and some of them even more. Write
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- them at once and they will send you cir• Mixed trains,
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
t Dally except Sunday and Monday,
culars, giving you full description of each
t Dally except Saturday.
articlethey manufacture, and their terms
Hotary PubUci
i Mondays only.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
to agents, and will assign you exclusive
MOST, HENRY D., Real Estate aud Insurance territoryto sell in. Their address is The
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
Agent, Notary Public and Conveysucer;Coltime which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
Housekeepers’Supply Company, No. 242
lectionsmade in Holland and vicinity.
time.
Elm Si reel, Cincinnati,
52-4 w
1) OUST, John A. Notary Public. Office In ComMich. Lake Shore Rail RoadXt men Council lioomc, Van Landegeuds block,
of Cost.
Eighth street.

Rapids.
“
“
•• “
m.

Holland,
I 1 15 a. in.
f 5 15 “

ITEMING,

U

shipping owned

and excluding

VV

I

I

L

\tC BRIDE, P.

lU

D

Phjtngrapher.

H., Attorney and Counselor at

Law. and Proctor In Admiralty.No.

River street

If

11

3

OUERBURNE,

S. W., Bleudou,Mich., Attorney
Law and Notary Public. Special attention
fivento foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
Office in the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bolts A Bros.

O

R. A. City Puysician. Office at
it Mcengs’ Drug Store, 8ih Street.

at

If IQGIN8, B.

XX

P. the leading Photographer,Gallery opposite this office.

Pacific in foreign or coasting trade,

bor, these two ports engroslng all the
ocean tonnage of this Slate. There Is

Free

O

and the

engaged
should we

the Atlantic and Gulf States and

vessels belonging to the

York and

Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consump\17ALSH, II., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office, C'tfy />rup tion, Coughs and Colds, Asthma, Brondoing South.
Qolnj Sorth.
Store, 8th street.
chitis, etc.,' is given away in trial bottles
No. 3. No. 1,
STATIONS.
No. 4. No. 2.
free of cost to the afflicted. If you have a
a.
m.
p.
m
p
m.
p. m.
Phyilclau
8 00
7 50
severe cough, cold, difficultyof breathing,
Muskegon,
8 00 12 15
8
40
Ferry
sbnrg.
2
ai
11
41
7 25
A NNI8, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite hoarseness or affection of the throat or
8 56
2 88
Grand Haven,
7 16 11 8H
S. w. cor. Public Square.
lungs by all means give this wonderful
9 40
Pigeon.
8 13
6 30 11 07
remedy atrial. As you value your exis11 15
3 45
Holland,
10 40
ft 85
) EST, R. B. A L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
11 45
4 1ft
Fillmore,
ft 07
10 .8
tence you can not afford to let this opporJ Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich.
1 15
5 00
ARegan,
9 30
8 55
tunity pass. We could not afford and
D. P. CLAY, /fcedwr.
T EDEBOER. B. Physician and Surgeon: Office would not give this remedy away unless
Grand Rapids, Mich.
AJ corner Eleventh and River street opposite we knew it would accomplish what we
public square.
(.'loseconnectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. &
claim for it. Thousands of hopeless cases
I. R. R. and L. 8. A M. 9 for Plainwell,KalamaT EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Surgeon; have already been completelycured by it.
too, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
1j office at residence, on Eighth street, near Chi. Thcte is no medicine in the world that
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
will cure one-half the cases that Dr. King’s
ORRIS, 8. L, Physicianand Surgeon. Office, New Discovery will cure. For $ale by
§it<smesi$ f itertatij.
Ivlat real ence, on Twelfthst., aud at H. Walsh's Wm. Van Putten, Holland,Michigan.

OCUOUTkN,

may

point out that ill joint tonnage would ex-

gle Slate of

Jan. 15, 1878.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

To

metropolis, nud about 15,000 by Sag Har-

Ohio.

[OWARD, M.

at 422,000.

the vast importance

exclude from the latter category the sin-

V

Drug Store.

down

a glance,

000 was contributedby the commercial

I

Attomyi.

measure, at

the Atlantic and Gulf of our lake and river navigation,we

lakes and Western rivers

m.

Effect, luesday,

ern rivers is sot

the

coast, was 3,088.000. To this total 1,073,-

L

Taken

in

all

country for the year ending June 80, 1877, ceed that of all the vessels belonging to

in.

“

Now York is

States. The aggregate tonnage of the whole

ra.

“ “&
“
•*
“
“ “
“

that the city of

credited with more than on<; third of

®7

Trains.

than 700,000 tons, while that on our West-

Maine and the

cities

of

New

Philadelphia.

To Koch Bank Capital
The Incorporatedbanks of this city aro

nothing unexpected in these figures. But

the amount of tonnage ascribed to the passing through a season of, trial which
Stale of Maine, whose trade, both foreign can end only in one way. A Urge numand coasting, is relatively inconsiderable, ber of them must retire from business and
and whose shipbuildingInterest bus been wind up. There is more capital invested
prostratedfor

many

surprising.Not

years, is certainly in hanking than the mercantile community requires, nnd the surplus must be with-

less than 632,000 tons are

drawn. The process is going on gradual
stands second in the list of shipowners, ly, through losses and depreciationof
but far ahead of bet nearest rivals, Massa- assets,qnd it would ho wiser for the weak
owned

iu Pine Tree State, which not only

chusetts

and

Pennsylvania. .The

bunk

latter

to anticipate the inevitableresult

nnd get out before they ato entirely used

are respectively credited with 488,000 and

368.000 the latter amount being wholly up. : '' •'!» >i'j •. ‘ v
Ten years aga the capital and surplus
charged to the customs district of Philaprofits of the national andt State banks of
delphia, which accordingly ranks second
the city combined amounted to abdut
among shlpownlng cities. The fifth place
$125,000,000. fo-dsy they amount to
on the list belongs to Maryland, of whose
about $100,000,000; the difference having
187.000 tons about six-seventhsshould be
been either lost or retired. But whereas
assigned to Baltimore. From this point
the exchanges of the Clearing House in
the official report presents a succession of
1807 were $28,000,000,000,
those of 1877
surprises.New Jersey, for instance, notwere only $20,000,000,000, showing a fallwithstandingall the tonnage belongingto
ing off in business of one-third against a
Jerses City, is credited to the customs disa reduction of banking capital of only
trict of New York, still commands the
one fifth.
sixth place in the table. Her tonnage agAgain, ten yean ago the prices of com-

more than modities In this market were nearly double
owned by the 8tale what they are ut present, and conseof Louisiana, including the latter’s great quently twice as much money was emseaport of New Orleans. Indeed, the lit- ployed in buying and Belling them.
tle State of Rhode Island owns more ship- Wheat was $2.50 per bushel; now it is
ping than Louisiana, while if we throw $1.25. Corn was $1.30; it is now 60 cents.
out the Creaent City, all the Southern Cotton was 19 cents per pound; now It is
’ Enjoy Life.
What a truly beautiful world welive In! States combined, from Virginia t® Texas, only 11. Pork was $21 per barrel against
Nature gives us grandeur of mountains, have a smaller tonnage than the State of $11.50 today. Sugar was 12 cents per
glens and oceans, aud thousands of means Connecticut. When we consider that the pound ; to-day it is 7 to 8. Refined petrofor enjoyment We can, desire no better
latter is only credited with 90,000 tons, we
leum, which was 24 cents per gallon, is
when in perfect health; hut how often do
can
form
some
Idea
of
the
maritime
decay
now but 12 bents, and so on with the rest
the majority of people feel like giving it

Saddlin.

up disheartened, discouraged and worried
out with disease, when there is no occaITAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer :u sion for this feeling, us every sufferercan
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
easily obtain satisfactoryproof that Green’s
Eighth street.
August Flower will make them as free

V

gregates, indeed, 112,000,or
three times the mount

in Mobile, Galveston, Charleston, Savan-

of our great staples. Manufactured goods

and Norfolk, And

have suffered a Similar fall in price, partly

nah, Wilmington,

here we may mention that the

total ton-

nage of the Pacific coast is only 185,000,

from the greater cheapness of raw mater-

and labor, and partly from a diminfrom disease as when born. Dyspepsia to which San Francisco contributes 189,- ished demand. Coal and railroadstocks
T5K ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, and Liver Complaint is the direct cause 000, or less than a single inconsiderable have depreciatedmore than one- half, and
Basking and Exchange.
X Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street. of seventy-five per cent of such maladies town in Maine. It is singularlyInterest- tile rest of the stock list is also greatly reas Biliousness, Indigestion,Sick Headache
IT'ENYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
Watchu and Jmlry.
Costiveness,Nervous Prostration, Dizzi- ing, indeed, to decompose the totals duced In price. The result is that a doliv Drafts bought aud sold; Eighth street.
ness of the Head, Palpitation of the Heart, assigned to particular States, and note the lar now does the work which used to emTOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, and other distressing symptoms. Three quotas furnished by small and obscure
Barber*.
ploy, two, and the banks have twice as
O snd dealers in Fancy Goods; Cornerof Mar- doses of August Flower will prove its wonseaports. For example the city of Bath, much money to lend as there Is any call
TAB GROUT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving, ket aud Eighth Street.
derful effect. Sample bottles, 10c. Try
shampooning, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
Maine, with a populationof some 8,000, for. No wonder that the rate of interest
it.
eonablc rates. Barber shop next door to the City
3— 4m
14-ly
has been indentified with the history of Is low, and that in a desperate struggle to
American shipbuilding;but few persons get higher rates, dangerous loans are made
Bocti and flhoei.
I now offer special bargains in Dry
arc aware that the figures of the tonnage which often (urn out dead losses.
TJEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Goods, and’ will sell you a good articleas
XJ Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.,
The question which the stockholdersof
cheap as anywhere else. The refuse arti- owned there reached 150,000, an amount
I. 0. Of 0. F.
Eighth street.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder cles and remnants brought here from much larger than that poscssed by the citi- a good many of the banks are beginlng to
of Odd Fellowa, bolda Its regular meetings at Odd
ether cities are no criterians to go by, and zens of Baltimore or of San Francisco.
consider very seriously is whether, in view
Distiat.
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
I don’t intend to deal in any such articlei.
of each week
Even
the
insignificant
town
of
Waldoof the facts, they shall let their institutions
/~1 EE, D. M., DenUl Surgeon; residencesnd ofD. BERTSCH.
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
\Jf flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalto’s
borough, Maine, exhibitsmore tonnage run on till the whole capital Is consumed
A. Weltok, N. 6.
Shoe store.
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
Holland, Feb. 20, 1878.
than Baltimore, being credited with 121,- in taxes and bud debts, or whether they
---------- mibb
IT'URGUSON, B. R. DenUl Surgeon. Performs
I
regard outline rasps as of the highest 000. So, too, the shipping owned at Bel- shall rake what! they can out of the fire at
J? all operationsappertaining to DentistryIn
r. & a. m.
importance In every public school ; in fact, fast, in the same State, a town of some
the best style of the art. Office,over E. Hcrold’s
once. Of course, all the salariedbank
A Rboular Communicationof Unity Lodoi- geography cannot be successfullytaught
Shoe store.
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall. without them. I am also satisfied that 5,000 inhabitants, aggregates 84,000 tons, officers and their friends advise them to
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, March
Drag! and Medlclnei.
Montieth’s are first-classand excellent or more than the joint merchant navy of goon and aw&it betters times; but such
IS, dt 7 o’clock, sharp.
David Biktbch, W. M.
for school room use.
all the Southern seaboard States,with the advice is interested, and should not reO. Brbtxai, &e’v.
I. F. Banos,
exceptionof Louisiana. Passing to New ceive much consideration. The only
Supt. of Public Schools, Holland.
Jersey, we find the tonnage owned in sound rule to go by is that of comparing
TUfEENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, MedI fully indorse the above.
is, Toilet
Perth Amboy exceeding that of New Or- the amount earned in the business, over
iU. icines,Fancy Goods,
Toile Articles and Per£perial Notice?.
fomeries. River street.
Prof. C. Doesburo.
leans, and that of the Great and Little Egg

rpBN EYCK,

J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. Officein Kenyon A Van Puttcu's bank
Eighth street

A

ials

Tobacco ui Olgars.

U

Hotel.

JMtUji.

-

8-2w

and above all expenses, taxes, and losses,
Mr. M. L. Barber is General Agent for Harbor larger than the united quota of with the amobnt which could be earned
the National School Furniture Company
Georgia and the Carolina®. Indeed, Little by the same capital invested in some other
at No. 84 & 86 East Madison street, ChiThe undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
Egg Harbor alone, of which it is probable way. It is pretty saTe to say that a bank
T1TALSH HEBBR, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
cago, 111.
Y? fall stock of goods appertaining to the bus- settled in the Holland colony, offers his
few natives of Alabama have ever heard, which cannot make for ita shareholders
iness.
services as a Physician,Surgeon and AcI have just received a large assortment
Is shown by the official report to own more
more than four per cent, net per annum
coucheur to the public at large, and of new spring hats. The latest styles are
funUttr#.
tonnage
than
their
whole
State,
including
had better return their money. That rate
whereas he pays particularattention to elegant and will be sold cheaper than the
A/fEYER, H. A CO., DealersIn all kinds of Fur* chronic diseases, and fine supgery, he hag old ones. Call, and judge for yourself, at the city of Mobile.
of income can be got on Government bonds
ifl niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
That portion of the report which gives with far less risk. There are more of
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
City of Holland, on Saturday of each week,
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
Iroesrlsi.
While coughs and colds are very prev- the detailsof lake and river navigation re- such banks than is generally supposed and
we look for their speedy dilution — A’.
until 4 p. m,
alent, we recommend a trial of Young’s veals some curious facts. It appears that
L. E. BEST, M. D.
a larger amount of tonnage ia owned by
Y.
.
7
Cough and Lung
tf
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.

XrAX PDTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs,

Medicines. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dbn Bibo’s Family Medicines;Eighth 8t.

V

NOTICE.

__

•

Syrnp.

.

Hun.

"

ceedings speeches were made by various delegates. giving the conditionof various agricult-

Cardinal Joachim Pecci, an Italian,has
As noted in our Congressional summary, been elected by the Conclave of Cardinals in
the Senate of the United States, by a majority
Rome as the successor of Pope Pius IX., whose
of twelve, has voted for the restoration of the appointee he was as Camerlengo,or High
franking privilege. Following is the vote in Chamberlainof the Vatican, and who, it is

CITY, MIOHIG.lK.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
sinbatiox baa been created , in Philadelphia financial drclea by the hiibpension of the heavy grain nhipping
firm of A. G. C&ttell A Co. The lia*
bilitieaare about $260,000. Cattellwas for-

New JerJohn Dippold A Son. coal dealers,

Aiken,

Aldrich,

Atkins,

Courts.

with conspiracyin connectionwith recent

Bayne,

Blcknell,

Sixteen leading Crispins have been arrested
Marlboro, Mass., on indictments charging

Banning,

i

Beebe,
Bell,
Benedict,

vious year.

Bland,
Boone,
Bouck,
Boyd.
Bragg,

Blount,

of the pace

any

labor troubles.

arrest of the publishersof the offensive article.

He was informed that a warrant could not be issued. Upon subsequent legal advice, the Princess resolvedupon an entirely different course,
and one that will tend to make the case not only
celebrated,but of internationalimportar.ce.
The blackmailhaving been attempted through
the Postofllce,the offense comes within the ju-

Brewer,
Bridges,
Bright,

Brown,
Buckner,
Bundy,

Burchard,

Burdick,

to

Butler,
Cabell,

Cain,

GENERAL.

.

—

.

.

—

trivialoffense, the place was visited by Turkish
786,026 bushels; barley, 4.184.476bushels ____
soldiers, aud thirty men were killed and a numrency, amounting to $5,000, mailed at Fires: At Waco, Texas, loss $50,000;Chester, ber wounded — The British Foreign Office has
Pa., loss $85,000; Cincinnati, Ohio, loss $30,Montreal, Canada, and destined for Helena,
given notice to Lloyds that prohibitionof ex000.
port of grain and other products from Black
Montana, was mysteriously abstracted from
Foub Governmentvessels are to be dispatched sea ports has been raised.
the United States mails at some point west of
Chicago. All efforts of the detectives to ferret to France with full loads of American goods
The announcementis made that the Governout the robber were unavailinguntil recently, for exhibit at the Paris Exposition. All the ments of Germany aud France have expressed
when a man frpm'Ndbraskftentered a Chicago space allowed to the United States has been
satisfaction with tho choice of a Pope. This
bank and tried to negotiate the exchange of
is especially important in the case of Germany,
the identical money. He was pounced upon alreadyassigned by the Chief Commissioner.
by the officers of the law. This man
Grain in sight in the States aud Canada. because it may lead to the modification of the
(Harmon by name) informed the offi- Wheat, 9,285,000 bushels;com, 4,886,000 bush- tho ecclesiasticallaws by which Bismarck contrives to exclude from the German nation auy
cers that he got the money from
els; oats, 2,982,000 bushel*; rye, 790,000 bosh- ideas except such as the Hohenzollem house
a postal clerk named John J. Moore, living at
Fremont, Neb., and that Moore had hired him els. . .George H. Baker, late Ministerto Bns- might choose to supply— religious as well ‘os
In August last

a package of Canadian
|

cur-

Cook,
Cox (Ohio),
Cox (N. Y.)t
Cravens,
Crittenden,
Culbertson,

Cummings,
Cutler,

Danford,
Davidson,
Davis (N. C.),
Deering,
Dibrell,
Dickey,
Douglass,

Dunuell,
Eden,
Elam,

.

to exchange it for other money. Moore
has jnst been arrested, and confessesto the
obbery.

sia, believes that in the present European political.
troubles Russia will stand with Germany,whatDispatches of Feb. 25 state that Russia
ever may come, and that Austria will stand and Servia are at loggerheads regarding the

Nelson Mourns’ extensiveslaughter-house, with Germany, He thinks the Rnssian party occupation of the territory in what is known
at Constantinople,
composed of the Turks who
as Old Servia which the troops of Prince
near the Union Stock Yards, Chicago, with all favor an alliance with Russix, is very strong.
Milan held at the time of the suspenits contents, was destroyedby fire a few days
POLITICAL.
sion of hostilities;the anti-Russian demago. Loss about $120,000;insurance only
The Indiana DemocraticState Convention onstration i in London was a success as
$10, 000.... The Insane Asylum at Winoskl
to numbers and brute force, 100,000 persons
Sheboygancounty, Wis., has been destroyed met at Indianapolis,on Wednesday, Feb. 20, being present ; and that clause in the peace
by fire. Font inmates perished in the flames. and organized by the selectionof ex-Gov. conditionswhich contemplates the occupation
Some excitement has been prodneed in St Thomas A. Hendricksas Chairman. The fol of Bulgaria by Russian troops for two years after the reconstructionof that province into a
Louis by the discoveryof a heavy defalcation lowing ticket was nominated : For Secretary of
principality is likely to meet with a vigorous
State, John G. Bhanklin; for Auditor of State,
on the part of John F. Thornton, Clerk of the
An explosion of dynaMahlon D. Mansion;for Treasurer of State, protest from Austna.

Court

,m;,

:

William Fleming ; for AttorneyGeneral, Thomas amite at Parma, Italy, recently, killed six ’and
The two murderersof Hugh McConviile, W. Wollen; for Superintendentof Public lu- wounded sixty -three persons.
The Shah of Persia is about to pay a visit to
who committedthe crime at Chicago some • traction, J. H. Bmart. The platform
(

weeks since, have been found guilty and sentenced to death. . .Chicago pork-packershave
handled and packed 2,874,810hogs from Nov.
1 to date, being 888,581 more than for the corresponding period last season .... Frank Rande,
the Gilson (HI) desperado, has been found
guilty of murder and sentenced to the peni.

tentiary for life.

Duncan, the defaulting President of the
Pioneer Bank, of San Francisco, has at last
been arrested, and will be prosecuted for his

crime. He had been biding in the

city ever

since the discovery of his defalcation.

adopted demands retirementof nationalbank notes and the issue of greenbacks. instead of legal-tendernotes,
for all debts, public and private, except when
coin is stipulated;the remonetization of a
412^-grainsilver dollar; unlimited coinage,
under the same regulationsas gold is coined;
favors the sale of bonds in this country instead of abroad by means of a syndicate;demands the punishmentof those Republicans
who were engaged in the Presidentialfrauds;
favors the most rigid economy in public expenditures, and protests against suDsidiesbv the
Federal Government.
The Ohio

Zachias O. Mitchell, a hitherto prominent

and respected lawyer of St. Louis, Mo., has
fallen into deep disgrace. He has been arrested on a charge of forging a note for $800.
The proof against him is positive .... Cameron,
Amberg A Co., well-known printers and blankbook manufacturersof Chicago, have sustained a severe loss by fire. The damage to
their establishmentis estimated at $60,000.
.
At a meeting of the butter-dealersof Cincinnati, the oiher day, it was decided to . memorialise the Legislature, asking the passage of
such laws as will compel the branding of packages containing oleomargarine with its name.
.

.

THE SOUTH.
James M. Davis, United States Deputy Rev-

the Czar at St. Peteraborg,and will
tained magnificentlyby

be enterthe Imperial Court of

Russia.

Cable dispatchesof the

27th ult. state that

negotiationsbetween Russia and Turkey were
concluded, and the basis of a permanentpeace
agreed upon ; and that Russia had no intention
of reliuouishingany of her advantages to
please either Austria or England, but was resolved to fight rather than abate one jot of her
intentions.

A Rome

dispatch indicates that the new

State ProhibitionConvention, held

Pope “ will not be as liberal as has been sup-

atColi.mbuslast week, nominated tho follow-

posed ”-in other words, that Pope Leo XI1L

ing ticket : For Secretaryof State, K. N. Robin-

will be a differentkind of man from what he
lately was as Cardinal Pecci.

son, of Cuyahoga ; for Judge of the

Supreme

Court, William F. Ross, of Miami ; for Members of the Board of Public Works, Delmont
PROCEEDINGS.
Lock and J. Bess
In an interview with a
Washingtonreporter, the other day, Mr. StanWednesday.Feb. 20.— Senate.— Mr. Cockrell
ley Matthews admitted that he knew of no
pledge or understandingmade by or with submitted a resolutionInstructingthe CommissionNicholls, the Governor of Louisianajin relation er of Agriculture to furnish U the Senate such Into amnestying the Returning Board. He thought formation ana fads as may be in hfs possession relthe resolutions adopted by the Legislaturecov- ative to tiie diseaseof hogs, commonly called “ hog
ered the, case, however.
cholera,”with such suggestions _
he

C0MBK88I0BAL

—

A call has ben issued for the meeting of the
Illinois Democratic State
State

Conventionat the
Capital on Wednesday,the 11th day of

m
may deem pertinent. Agreed to...,

Mr. Sargent, from the Committee on Naval Affairs,
reported, with an amendment, the Senate bill for
the transfer of the life-aarlngservice from toe
Treasuryto the Navy Department.... The Senate,
by a vbte of 92 to 21, put au amendment to the
bU»| regulating the salaries of Postmasters,
restoring
franking privilege
the
President,Vice President,Senators. Representatives, the Secretary of the Senate and tho Clerk of
toe House. The amendment allows all matter
bearing toe frank of any of toe above officers,
to the amount of two ounces, to pass through the
mails free. As amended, toe bill was passed.

enue Collector, has jurt returned to Nashville
April, 1878.
from the meat successfulrevenue raid ever
Judge Whittaker has refused the applicathe
to
made in Tennessee, having destroyed fourteen
tion of Anderson, of the Louisiana Returning
illicit concerns in Pntnam, White, and DeKalb
counties. James Milan and Frank Lewis are Board, for a new trial.
among the captured.Besides illicit distilling,
At a meeting of the Socialistic Labor party
they are charged with
peculiarly
atrocious murder.... Thomas O. Anderson of New York city, the other day, the red flag
was called before the bar of the SuperiorCrimi- of the Commune was displayed. Resolutions
House. —The House demotedthe entire day to the
nal Court at New Orleans,the other day. The were adopted denouncing a standing army and discussion of the contested-electioncase of Addin
motion in arrest of judgment was overruled, tho existenceof armories in cities, and setting
vs. Darrall,from the Fourth Louisiana District—the
and, when asked if he had anything to offer be- forth that more protectionshould be given to
Speaker haring decidedthat it was not in order to
fore his sentence, Anderson said that he con- free speech. “ Only let the army be abolished,’'
take up th* Sliverbill. Alter a lengthy debate, the
sidered his case a cruel prosecution under the one speaker said, and labor would make anch House decided, by a vote of 13» to lift, to seat Ackforms of law ; that he was in the power of the a move as would insure its rights, and render lin, the Democratic contestant.All those voting yea
court, and ready to receive his sentence. Judge it equal with capital.”
were Democrats, with one exception— Mr. Cox, of

a

Whittaker answered that the accused had bid a
fair trial before an impartialjury, and that'the
verdict was fully justified by the evidence. He
then sentencedAnderson, in consequence of the
recommendationof the jury to the mercy of
the court, to the lowest term under the lawtwo years at hard labor in the State penitentiary, and
I

K£!

.

m

RepresentativeSouthard,of Ohio, Das
troduced in Congress a

bill

to

amend the

Ohio.

in-

Fed-

eral constitution by an article providing for the
election of three Presidents,representing the

All

the nay* were Republicans.

Thursday, Feb. 21.— Senate.— Mr. Spencer
Introduced a bill to provide for a military post for
toe protectionof the citizen*of the Black Hii)s ....

Ellis,

Ellsworth,
Errett,

Bacon,
Bagley,
Baker (N. Y.),
Ballou,

Banks,

.

West

j

^

and

b®

The following decisions have been
rendered by tho United States Supreme
Court

:

Sr

Bisbee,
Biair,
Bliss,

Briggs,

Camp.
Campbell,
Chittenden,
Claflin,

Clark (N. J.),
Covert,
Crapo,
Davis (Cal.),

Denison,
Dwight,
Eames,

Starln,
Btenger, ,
Stewart,

Jorgensen,
Joyce,

Ketcham,
Eapham,
Leonard,

Swann,

Lindsey,
I-ockwood,
Loring,

Ward,
Warner,
Watson,

yer8e(]

,

Veeder,
Waite,

Ktckhoff,

McCook,

Williams (Mich.),

Evans (Pa.),

Metcalfe,

Williams(N.

Field,

Morse.

Williams (Del.),

Y.),

Freeman,

Muller,
Wood-72.
Monday, Feb. 25.— Senate.—Vice President

Wheeler, who has been aufferlug recentlyfrom neuralgia, gave notice of his Intended absence
for severaldays, and asked that 4 President
protem.bedesignated....Mr. Conkllng presented
the petitionof James Gordon Bennettasking Congress to aid

him

in

seeking

new

discoveriesat the

North pole. He had purchased the Arctic vessel
Pandora,and intended to man and ran her at his
own expense. The petitionerdesired that
the vessel should carry the American flag....
The Hone e Joint resolution to authorize the Secretary of War to issue certain arms to the Washington
Ught Infantry, of Charleston, 8. C., was taken up
aud passed after considerable debate.. .A large
number of petitionswere presented on various subjects... Several amendmentsto the MQltary Academy Appropriation bill were offeredand referred.
House.— A bill was presentedproposing to give
Dr. Mudd, of Maryland, $3,000 for aiding cholera
sufferersat the Dry Tortugas. Dr. Mudd was toe
surgeon who set the leg of John Wilkes Booth, and
who was sent to Dry Tortugas for It.
Mr. bhelley
introduceda bill authorizingthe Issue of United
States notes, and providing lor the redemptionof
certain United States bonds.... A number of bills
.

for

Supreme Court Decisions.

No. 1,106. Cromwell vs. the County
of Sac. Error to the Circuit Court for
Iowa. In this cause the court held that
where a person purchased a municipal
bond that bad several years to run, to
which an overdue and unpaid coupon
for interestwas attached,the fact did
not render the bond and subsequentlymaturing coupons dishonored paper, to
as to subject them in the hands of the
Kenna,
Throckmorton,
purchaser for value to defenses good
Killinger,
Townsend (O.),
against the original holder. That a.
Kimmell,
Towuehoud (111.),
Knapp,
purchaser in the market of a negotiable
Tucker,
Knott,
Turner,
security,unless personally chargeable
Landers,
Turney,
with
fraud, can recover the full amount
Lathrop.
Vance,
Ligon,
VanVorhes, j
of the security against the maker,
Lsttrell,
Waddell,
though he may have paid less than its
Lynde,
Walker,
Mackey,
par value, whatever infirmities may have
Walsh,
Manning,
Welsh,
attended its origin, and a subsequent
Maish,
White (P».),
purchaser, even with notice, takes the
Martin,
White (Ind.),
McGowan,
Whitthorne,
paper with like immunity; that a bona
McKenzie,
Wiggluton,
tide purchaser of a public security for
McKinley,
Williams (Wis.),
value before maturity, takes it freed from
McMahon,
Williams (Ala.),
Mills,
Williams (Ore.),
all infirmities of origin, the only excepMitchell,
Willis(Ky.),
tions
being where the securitieswere
Morey,
Wttleto(Mich.),
Monroe,
Wilson,
absolutely void for want of power to
Morgan,
Wren,
issue them, or where the circulation was
Morrison,
Wright,
prohibitedby tho law for illegality of
Muldrow,
Yearns — 204.
nays.
consideration,such as being founded
Frye,
O’Neil],
npon gambling or usurious transactions.
Gajfleld,
Peddle,
Gibson,
Potter,
Municipal bonds in Iowa, it is said,
Hale,
drawing
10 per cent interest before maHardenbcrgb,
Harmer,
turity under the law of that State, draw
Harris (Maas.), Rice (Mass.),
the same interest after maturity, and the
Hart,
RobiwkuuMass.),
coupons attached to such bonds draw S
Hewitt (N. Y.), Ross,
Hungerford,
Schleicher,
per cent, a year after maturity, as also
James,
Bmnlckson,
the judgments entered upon them. ReJones (N. H.),

.

No. 202. The Ohio and Mississippi
Railroad Company vs. McCarthy. Error
to the Circuit Court for tiie District of
Missouri. In this case the court held
that the railroad company having contracted to forward cattle from East St.
Louis to Philadelphia,it is responsible
for the transportation over the whole
route, as well on the tracks of other companies as upon its own; that railroad
companies, unless forbidden to do so by
their charters,have power to contract
for shipments the entire distancefreight
is to be carried over connecting lines.
Affirmed.

_

Sixty thousand commercial travelersare employed by the wholesale merchants of the United States, at an average annual expense of $3,000, at least,
making the aggregate the enormous sum
of $180,000,000,

Chicago made

Issuing certificates of silver bullion deposited in

and paved

thirteen

miles of new streets last year.

THE MARKETS.

.

NEW YORK.
Beeves ............................
|7 60 flio 00
HOOS ...............................
4 2ft (d 4 65

the United States mints were introduced and re> Cotton ......... ...............
.

U

10**®

Floub— Superfine ..................4 00 ® ft 00
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 25 (4 1 26
By Mr. Southard, proposingan amend- Oobn—
Western Mixed .............. 63 <4 54
ment to toe constitutionrelatingto the
41&
election of President and Yioe President; Oats — Mixed ...... i;. ..............88
72
by Mr. Fort, to gradually retire toe.droulatingnotes Ryx— Western .....................71
2ft
of national-banking
associations and replace the Pork— New Mess.... .............. U
ferred

.

.

.

.The following bills were also introduced

:

S
@

to

same with United States treaaurynotes; by Mr.
Bland, for the free coinage of the silver dollar; aiso
to utilize the product of ihe gold and sliver mines,
and provide for the Issuing of certificates for gold
and silver bullion deposited in the mints; by Mr.
Blair, authorizing toe Southern Pacific railroad to
extend its line westwardlyto El Paso : by Mr. Crittenden, to reduce the pay of navy effleens, and reduce the number of such officers in toe line and
staff....

Mr. Good*?, Chairmanof the Commit-

on

Education * and Ubor, reported a
bill applying the proceedsof the public
lands to mipport free schools.Recommitted....
Mr. Turner asked leave to offer a resolution for the
appointment of a relect committee of thirteen
members to inquire Into the causes of the pecuniary
depressionthroughout the country, Mr, Conger
objected....Mr, hoberte,Chairman of the Committed on Accounts,moved to suspend the ftuts
and adopt a resolution for the appointment of experts to aid the committee of investigation, Defeated -yeas, 78; nays, 163....0n mdtoon of Mr(.
Hewitt of Alabama,too House, by a vote of 174 to
61, went into committeeof the whole, Mr. Southard
In the chair, and resumed consideration of the bill
granting pensions to soldiers ana sailors of too
Mexican and ludiaq Wars.

tee

Mr. Windom presented a memorial In favor of tho
Southern, the Western, ana the Middle and Improvementof the Ohio river... The Senate
spt»nt
three hours iu executivesession over conEastera States, the three to be a Council for
the Government,etc ..... A Washington oorres- tested nominations The three which caused most
Washington.
poodent says, “There is a movement on foot to of the debate were Williamson, Collector
of New Orleans; Nortorup, District Attorney
The House Committeeon Public Lands has contest Hayes’ title by a writ of ou4er, influ- for South Carolina,and Smith, Collectorof Mobile.
decided to report severalbills, the effect of ential parties in Washington and New The debate developed the fact tliat the Republican
Tuesday, Feb. 26.— Senate.—The Senate
York encouraging the proceeding.".... Senators are, if anything, more united against the proceeded to toe election of a presidingoffloer,
which is to cause all land grants to railroads The Presidenthas appointed A. W. Beard Col- President
than at any previousperiod. Williamwhich up to this time have not complied with
Vloe President Wheelerhaving been compelled, bn
lector of the port of Boston, vice Simmons, son’s name was rejectedby a large majority
their charters to revert to the United States.
—the
Democrats
voting
In
a
body
against
account
of ill-health,to temporarilyvacate the
whose commissionhas expired. There was a
The effect would be to cause to revert 700,000,him, aud only fifteen Republicans support- chair. The RepublicansnominatedMr. Ferry, and
hot
fight
over
this
appointment.
Simmons
000 acres.
ing the nomination. In the case of the Democrats Mr. Thurman. Result: Ferry. 29 ‘
was the candidate of Ben Butler,while Beard Nortbrup, toe friend of Wade Hampton, the
28. Judgb Darts, of minole,votecl for
Washington was throngedwith agricultur- wan pressedby the Hoar faction. It is said tho Democratsvoted solidlyfor him, while all the Re- Thurman,
Mr. Thurman. No other businessof importance
ists last week. They came from the East, the President's action will widen the Republican publicans opposed him except Messrs. Dawes, was transacted m open sewlon ... .la ewotnivo sesHoar, Burnside, and Matthews. Mr. Clirlsteancy, sion tho Senate consideredtoe nominationof exSouth and the
The occasion that breach in Massachusetts.
who generally votes to sustain tho President, on Gov. Parsons, of Alabama,to be District Attorney
brought them together waa the meeting of the
FOREIGN NEWS.
this occasion opposed Nortorup,and he waa barely
for that State. After some discussionthe esse
National AgriculturalCongrees. Resolutions
If advices from Havana, Cuba, are to be be- saved by the four mentioned. The result of the was postponedwithout action. The nominationof
were adopted urging upon Congress the exday was to show that the five Republicans, last W. F. Wheeler for rsappolnftmeil as Marshal for
pediency of supplying such additionalen- lieved, the insurgent resistance to the Spanish ntmed constituteall that can be faiily counted aa Montana ‘[Territory was rejected.
dowment as is necessary to the carrying authorityis over, and peace once more reigns Administrationstrengthin the Senate. Smith
House.— A petition700 yards long, and signed by
was con$nned as CoUector of Mobile by a votiTbf
out of the objects for which the art in that long-afflicted island. All the rebellious 20
00,000 names, for toe repeal of the law in relation
to 23. ^
establishingagricultural colleges was passed •
chiefs have acknowledged their allegiance and
House.— The House, after a six hours’ straggle, to toe transmissionof matter through toe malls,
declaringthat in view of the vital importance subscribedto the peaoo conditions. These are,
was referred... Mr. Rioe. Chairman of the Compasaed toe Senate Silver bill without amendment. mittee on Invalid Pensions, reported a bill providing
of transportationto agricultural interests,it is
in substance,as follows : The island of Cuba
the sense of the Agricultural Cougresa that the
The most determinedfight was made against the that, in ca»s of death or resignationof a
to receive the same political organizationand
General Government shall own and operate administrative concessionsas enjoved by bill by s few greenback-silver meu and the oppo- Pension Agent, the President may temporanents of .sliver, hut at every stige th**y were de- rily appoint ‘his successor. Passed. ..Mr,
lines of railroads in the country,and that ConPorto Uioo ; ample pardon for all polit- feated by a vote of 201 against 72. The first oppo- Chalmers,of Mississippi, obtainedthe floor and
gress should be Instructedto have one of its
dfonses
committed
since
1868, sitlou came from the extreme silver men under th* addressed the Houeo in reply to a speech made by
committees examine into the question ; recogand liberty for chose persons un- lead of Mr. Springer. Thi point made was that Mr. Garfield some days previous. In reference to
niziuK the substantial benefits already conder sentence
politicalpris- the amendment providing for an international that speech, be said the voice was the voice of
ferred by act of Con gi ess to encourage agrionere, and a generalpardon to desertersfrom commission.In that it made no appropriationof Jacob, but the hand was the hand of Esau. While
cultural colleger,and declaring against any
money, must be oouslderedfirst In committeeof declaring his ardent desire to see peaoe and harlmeB 5 Kkrty to
to tiaves the whole. The purpose of this motion waa to
farther distributionof public lands by railandChinamcn within the insurgentlines ; all force toe bill where It would be open mony restored In toe Union, that gentlemanmade
an appeal to the passions of the North by a feigned
road corporations. In the course of the propersons desiring to leave the island to be fur- to unlimited debate. A protracted debate description of to# ingratitude of the Booth that

costs.

ended either to drive the Presidentfrom hie pol^Be ,7lv® the Republican

party farther from the President.Another objecthad been to draw from Southern gentlemen some
ded.f.Mon of hMtiit, tow.rd Ihe title Ttt.
Ideut, In hopes that that would not only alienate
him from them, but also as another evidence of
Southern ingratitude. He said that the Democratic party did not Intend to build up the Reuublican party by making war on toe President.The
Democratic party was satlifled with President
Hayes. He waa In his seat, whether he had obtained
it by fraud, mistake, or accident.Referringto the
prosecutionof the Returning Board he paid the
gvutljuuau from Maine (Hale) bad condoled with
members of the liosrd, and had Maid that the North
was deaplv Impressedwith the Ingratitude of th*»
South. He (Uhalmere) thought tho whole country
wae impressedwith tho belief that the Returning
Board oould not be trusted, and that eome of the
visiting statesmen were not worthy of trust. Ref erring again to the poUcy of PresidentHayes,
he said that the gentlemanhad shown himselfto
be sn honorable,upright and honest man, and
while he (Chalmers)did not think the President
doswved any special credit for doing his
constitutionalduty (except that it stood In marked
contrMt to the tetion of his predecessor*),he waa
unwilling to see any movement In toe South that
looked like an act of ingratitude toward the President, and if he (Chalmers) were Governor of
Ixmisianahe should not hesitateto pardon evenone of the members of the ReturningBoard as fast
as they were convicted. . .Mr. Butler addressed the
House on the financial queetiou. He advocated tho
full restorationof silver to the coinage of the country, and made a lengthyargument
favor of a
greenbackeurreucy.He said ** we want the greenback for our ourrenoy, and mean to have it.”

Brogden,

Government.The attention of the Rnssian Government will be
called to the publication,and efforts mode
through it to have the United States GovernVisible supply of grain in the States and ....The Turks have been at some of their Cobb,
Cole,
ment take the matter np.
Canada: Wheat, 9,691,292 bushels; corn, favorite deviltry among the Druses in Syria. Collins,
On
pretext
of
arresting
a
villager
for
some
THE WEST.
Conger,
6,009,403 bushels; oats, 8,297,716 bushels; rye,
risdiction of the National

Circuit

iST’

Breutano,

A blackmailing story was written aud printed in the New York Nun, the Intended victim
being no less a personage than the high Russian Princess Sovaroff, who is now sojourning
in New York, and said to be in high favor at
the court of the Crar. The Bun publishers refused to divulge the author’s name. Count
Kalonorat,nephew of the Princess, went to the
Police Court to obtain a warrant for the

would have “moved the stouen to mutiny.”
©Meet of the gentleman from Ohio

onierefl
understood, had, before his death, privately without difficulty, and an hour’s debate followed.
detail:
Probably
there
never
were
so
many
speeches
in one
expressed a preferencefor him for the PonKwm— Allison, Beck, Burnside, Butler, Cameron tifical succession. Pecci is 68 years of age, hour. At the end of the debate a desperateeffort
of Pennsylvania, Christianoy, Conkllng,Conover,
made by toe opponentsof the silver measure
and is a native of Carpenetto, in the dio was
Dswos, Dorsey, Edmunds,Os r laud, Grover, Hamto defeat it by sustainingMr. Hewitt's motion to
cese of Artagnl. He was created a Car- table The resultwas to show their complete help
lin, Harris, Howe, Hoar, Ingalls, Johnston, Jones of
addition Icssness,the vote standingyeas, 72; nays, 204, The
Florida,Kirkwood, Lamar, McDonald, Matthews, dinal Dec. 19. 1853, and,
Morgan, Paddock, Ransom, Saunders, Speuocf, to being Camerlengo,was the Archbishop 72 votes ware almost exclusively cast by Eastern
Teller, Window, and Wlthers-83. .Vajy»-4talle>, of Perugia. Pope Pins had great confidence men. Voting then proceeded on the Senate amendBayard. Booth, Cameron of Wisconsin.Cockrell, in him, and Antonelli, the late Papal Premier, ments. They were all concurred In, In rapid succesCoke, Davis of Dlinnls, Eaton, Bustle, Ferry, M<v
sion, by about the same majoritycast in tho final
Creery, McMillan, M
Momll, Oglesby- was exceedinglyjealous of him, and dreaded passage. The amendm-utshaving been disposed
Plumb, Sargent, Banlabury,Voorheee,Wadlelgb, hU inllueuoein the Vatican.Pecci will 1m the of, the bill was put to a vote and passed— yi as, 2U4;
and Wallace— 21. /Wraf— Patterson(who was in 258th Pope of the Church of Home. He will nays, 72, as follows : *
favor of) and Araitrong (who was against the bib). assume the title of Leo XlII....I:i a Loudou
TEAS.
Evans (Ind.), Neal,
The National Honse of Representativeshas dispatchit is reported,ou what is said to be
good authority, that the number of persons
Evans (8. C.), .Oliver,
passed,by a large majority, a bill giving women
Ewing,
Overton,
suffering from famine in the northern provinces
Finley,7
lawyers the right to practice in United States of China is 70,000,000.
Baker (Ind.), Forney,
Patterson (N. Y.),
1 i
Carle dispatches of the 23d of February
Fort,
Patterson (Col.),
Foster,
Secbetary Shekman says he will execute tho are to the effect that there was a serious misPhelps,
Franklin,
Phillips,
Silver bill in the spirit in which it passed ____ understanding between Russia and England,
Fuller,
Pollard,
Garth,
The Western wool-growers and Eastern wool- and that the former threatened to occupy ConPound,
stantinople if the British fleet was not withCause.
Price,
manufacturers are not in harmony on the subPridemore,
drawn from the Sea of Marmora. The concen- Blackburn, Glddlnga,
ject of the woel tariff.The wool-growerswish
Glover,
Rainey.
tration of large bodies of Russians south of
the tariff to remain as it is. The wool maunGoode,
Randolph,
Adrianople continued, evidently for the purfacturersdesire a considerable reduction, in
Gunter,
Ilea,
pose of moving with resistless force upon ConHamilton,
order that they may compete more easily with
stantinople and the straits, in tho event of
Hanna,
British manufacturers.
failure
negotiations.
Harris (Ga.),
Riddle,
There is no change in tho position of the The dispatches report that the prospectsfor
Harris (Va.),
Robbins (N. C.),
Harrison,
Roberts
(Md.),
Governmenton tho Mexican question. While the early assembling of the congress are not
Hartridge,
Robertson
(La.),
flattering.
Russia
is
hastening
negotiations
a friendly feeling is expressed toward Mexico,
Hartzell,
Robinson (Ind.),
for peace at Adriauopl>, and also concentrating
Haskell,
Ryan,
there are no signs at presentof an immediate
a large force of troops in Roumelio, as if anxHatcher,
Hampson,
recognitionof tho administrationof President
ious to provideagainst auy possibilityof AusHays,
Sapp,
Diaz.
tria cutting off her line of communication.
Hazleton,
Rayler,
Henderson,
Beales,
Many members of Congress are of tho opin- From Vienna come disquieting rumors as
Henckle,
Hexton,
Austria’swarlike preparations,and
ion that the Wood Tariff bill will be defeated
Henry,
Bhallenberger,
altogether the prospectis not so peace....Robert W. Taylor, First Comptroller of
Hewitt (Ala.),
Bhelloy,
ful as had been hoped ____ Namyk Pasha, a
Herbert,
Singleton,
tho Treasury,died of paralysis last week.
leading Turkish statesman, has gone to St. Caldwell (Ky.), Hisoock,
Blemons,
Petersburgto endeavor to obtain from the Caldwell (letm.), Hooker,
Hmalls,
Calkins,
House,
Czar a modification of the terms of peace, enSouthard,
A great curiosity, in the shape of a Chinese neciallv those touching the withdrawal of the Candler,
HubWIi,
Sparks,
Osnnon,
Hunter,
Springer,
war vessel, with Americanofficersand a Mon- Mussulmansfrom Bulgaria,and the limits of
Carlisle,
Hunton,
Steele,
Server Pasha has been
golian crew, will shortly visit the United Stales. the new principality.
Caswell,
Humphrey,
Stephens,
deposed from tne Turkish Ministry of Foreign Chalmers,
Ittner,
Stone (Mich.),
Died, at Boston, Feb. 21, John McCoy, Affairs
John Walter,proprietor of the Lon- Clarke (Ky.),
Jones (Ala.),
Stone (lows),
aged 110 ; same day, at Halifax, N. 8., Mrs.
don Times and Liberal member of ParUamont, Clark (Mo.),
Jonea (Ohio),
Strait,
CatherineJarvis (a colored woman who escaped
Keller,
Thompson,
has been blackballed by a prominent Edinburgh Clark (Iowa),
from Southern slavery in 1782), aged 110.
Kelley,
Thornburg!i,
embjon account of his pro-Russian sentiments. Glymer,

Acklln,

Pittabtugh,have failed. Liabilities,1200,000.
....The annual report of the New York Fire
Department ebowa that during the past year
there were 1,450 fires in the city, causing a loss
on buildings of $1,008,446,and damage to
property of $2,207,249.The insuranoo on
buildingswas $5,298,960, and on property
$7,209,647 ; uninsured losses. $128,085. This
is an increase of ninety-four fires over the pre-

at

ndecr,"&
/u. rh& previousquestion waa men

so

mmou.

merly a United State* Senator from

them

techniwith the result that Speaker Randall ruled
that the point was not well taken ; that inasmuch
as the majorityconld ultimatelydecide,It was unjust to place the absolute power of objection with
or* Member. Mr Cox. of New York, who finally
voted for toe Bsaato blU, appealed from the Speak-

in

A

sey....

followed upon this parliamentary
cality.

either village or city if ao desired.

ural interests.
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nished with means to do so, without touching
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L*80 ..............................
7!£
CHICAGO. , ,
Beevka— Choice Graded Steers, .... 4 75 ® 6 60
Choice Natives ............4 00 ® ft 00
Cows and Heifers........ 2 60 ® 4 00
Butchers’ Bteere.- ......... 3 60 ® 4 00
Medium to Fair .......... 390 ®4ft0
Hoos— Live ........................3 fto @ 4 10
Floub— Fancy White Winter ...... 6 00 @ 6 60
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 00 ® ft 25
WhEat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 00 ® 1 10!£
No. 3 Spring .............1 05 ® 1 06
Corn— No. 2 ........
......... .. 42
43
Oats— No. 2.... .................
.. 24
Rte— No. 2 ..... ...................
54
go
Barley— No. 2. ........... ....... 46
47U
Butteb— Choice Creamery ......... 83
38
Eooa— Fresh .......................
12
PoBK-Mesa ............
....... 10 25 ®10 40
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MILWAUKEE. • *
Wheat— No.

11
10
Corn— No. ........... ............42
Oats— No. 2..P ....... .....
..it 24
Rye-No. 1., ......................
63
Barley— No, 2 ....................' 60
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 8 Red Fall ............ 1 20
.....................
1
.....................
1

1

No.

2

2

......

Corn— No.
Oats— No.

2

Mixed .......
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Pork— Mess ......................10
Lard.... ...........
Hoos ...............
3
Oattlk ...................
2
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7#

^

1

WHEAT-Red ......................1 16 ® 1 20
Corn— New ........................ S9
40
2A7S. ..........
29 <» ai

®

Bye... ......

.

.....................
ftp

(4

<

gi

Pork— Mess .............. ....... 10 fto (410 76 /'
Lakd ....... .....................
7J£

7y®

TOLEDO.
®

Wheat—

No: 1 White ...............

Cork

No* 2

_
_

^

................ 1

Oats— No. 2 ...............

DETROIT.

1

jg
25 ®

28

No.

1

Amber ..............122

Oats — Mixed ................29
Barley (per centa!) ...........
1 06
Pore— Mess........................ 75

o

«
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KA6T ubrrty, PA.

5 2ft
4 2ft
Common. .................3 6ft
............................. 10
..............................
3 00
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1 26

@
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®
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HAZIMtt AT PRINCETON.
A High Old Tim* Among the

Students—

A

tect you.” The Freshmen went into
Kxpelled-Their Dethe waiting-room, and Goldie, taking
parture the Occasion of Intense Exone of the clubs, planted himself iu the
citement ' ;
. ‘•‘j

Number

of

LOUISIANA POLITICS.
taking place in that State. In behalf of the
people whom he representedhe oonld aay that
Partisan Debate In the House of Bepremey desire that the persons connected with
•entatlves— Eugene .Hale Attacks the the electoralfraud aa principalsshould bo
President's Southern Policy— Qen. Gar- punished ; and that all who were abettors and
field Defends the Administration.
aiders should be punished, because while the
oouutry might have to submit to the conse[Compiledfrom the House Proceedings.]
quences of that fraud, In the interest of human
Mr. Hale, of Maine, said he had been pro-

pointing to the door of the ladies’ waiting room ; “ go in there, and I will pro-

Them

*

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

.

doorway. The eighty Sophomorescame
The Princeton College students have
down upon him with a rush. “Stand
been at their old tricks of “hazing”
back, gentlemen,” shouted Goldie, as he
again, and a great commotion is the relifted his club. “The first man that
sult. Heretofore the higher classes
tries to enter this door will drop.”
have made the students of the lower
This unexpected repulse brought the
olasses their victims, bnt in this case the
Sophomores to a stop. They deliberaFreshmen reversed the order of things
ted about capturing the whole party,
in a way that the Sophomores despiseia.
but none of them oared to be in the
It appears that a number of Sophomores
front ranks. In a few minutes they re-

Mrs. Uzzikl Putnam, wife of the first
white settlerof Cass county, lately celebrated her 85th birthday at Pokagon.

foundly moved with his observationof the
The qt

course of events in Louisiana for the past year,

Montcalm

county has nineteen less and especially for the past six months. In the
places where liquor was sold in 1877 beginning he had watched the experiment
than it had in 1876, as one of the effects made there hopefully,believing that the magof the new law.
nanimous and conciliatory course pursued by
Thr Biddle House, at Detroit, which the Presidenttoward that people would be met
has been closed for some time, has been by a generous and hearty return, but he had
leased to Hiram Gay and Arthur H. Van seen that honor and the plighted support
Norman, of that city, for five years. The pledged in retorn for generositybad been forhouse is to be thoroughly renovated and feited; that the resolntionsof that State
improved at onoe.
Legislaturewont for nothing, and that politiThe Flint and Pere Marquette Rail- cal prosecutionswere urged to-day in Louisiroad Company are taming their passen- ana with a spirit of violence which reminded
ger-train engines into coal buraers. him of older days. He therefore oonld keep
This, says a railroader,means foster silence no longer. He reviewed the course of
time, and argues that the company mean events in Louisiana from the dose of Grant's
to make a grab for Milwaukee passenger administration,
bringing forward prominently
traffic via Ludington.
the fact that the title of the Packard GovernThe land grant of the Marquetteand ment and the Packard Legislaturehad boon
Mackinno railroadsets aside lands as sottled by the Electoral Commission,it being
follows: Chippewa county, 432,887.45 based ou the count of the Betuming Board,

a« a local one. The whole people should give

encouragement to the people of Louisiana to
go forward and diacover who were the prindpals. He denied that any agreementimplied
from the resolutions adopted by the Louisiana
Legislature or any expression used by Gov.
Nichollswas binding on him or anybody. The
wrote a fictitious invitationto a FreshBeturning-Boardprosecutions oonld do no
turned to the door, chatted pleasantly
man, inviting him to a reception. Susharm in the present, and they might be of imwith Goldie, trying jestingly to induce
pecting nothing,the recipient responded,
mense value In the future.
him to let them “ get a chance at the
Mr. Garfield next obtained the floor and said
when he found himself in the company
Freshmen.”The Proctor was firm and
that the gentlemen from Pennsylvania (Glyof hostile Sophomores,and straightway
mer) called upon the people of Louisiana to
stood his ground till the 6 o'clock train
put liim through on unmerciful hazing.
help the Democratio party get at the great
for Philadelphiastopped in front of the
The latter,when, released, determined
crime of the Presidential count. This he (Garjunctiondepot The crowd in front was
field) characterized as the entering point of the
upon dire revenge. He suspected two
almost impenetrable.Goldie, however,
wedge which was to drive home what was called
students, Carter and Atterbury, of insti•
vrT-rrrs™™-*™.
opened the door and said, “ Gome on,
b groat crime of the century.He did not ingating and heading the attack upon him.
tone
id
to
make
an
inflammatory
speech. If there
What followed is related by a corres- gentlemen,”and, plunging into the
was
a a people ou
on earth that had the right
midst of the crowd, hustled the eighty
pondent of the Chicago Tribune :
to be weary at heart of politicsand partisanship it was the American jpeople. He pictured
The night had advanced into the Sophomores right and left, clearing a
the stages which a country must undergo in
small hours when a party of eight passageway from the train. Not a hand
transitionfrom a state of war to a state of
was raised in opposition. The appearFreshmen, all disguised* by masks,
peace. First, there was the military stage,
anoe of the Freshmen was the signal for
broke into the apartment which Carter
fettles soldiers met to decide
the same Board whose action in the ease of the when in bloody battles
a storm of hisses and jeers from the acres; Mackiuaccounty, 275,666.63 acres;
and Atterburr occupy. They produced
ngth the questions involved.
Presidenthad been confirmed by the Electoral by power of strei
Sophompres. Some of the Sophomores Marquette county, 246,217.31 acres; Commission whose decision had been accepted Next came the stage that waa semLotvil and
a paper which thev demanded the two
Sophomores should sign, bnt, as it re- in the rear ventured to throw a few Schoolcraft county, 379,193.92 acres; by both houses of Congress.Its title had also semi-military.It was in th j stage that Gen.
since been affirmed by the Senate in the admission Grant had taken the reins of the Government,
stones and pieces of coal from the rail- total, 1,326,955.34 acres. .
flected discreditablyupon the class of
to a seat in that body of Kellogg,elected to the and had endeavored to keep his administration
road track, and one of the latter hit
The
Grand
Encampment
of
Odd
Felwhich they are members, Atterbury and
within the province of civil and military power.
Goldie on the back of the head, but he lows, recently in session at Grand Senate by the Packard Legislature. He spoke When he had been succeededby PrcRldont
Carter declined to comply. They were
of the call of that Legislature on the Federal
paid no attention to it, and devoted his Rapids, elected the following officers Government for protection against domestic Hayes, that gentleman had thought it was posimmediately gagged, thrown down, and
attention to keeping back the crowd and for the ensuing year: G. P., Norman violence. Ho did not know, and nobody could sible to declare that the aemi-mililary period nad
bound with ropes, and tiie party of
tell, the refiectious that passed through the gone, and that the period had come when only
Freshmen amused themselves by clip- getting the Freshmen into the cars. Bailey Hastings; G. H. P.. H. Palmer, mind of the Presidenton that subject, out he peace methods should be inaugurated.In
Each
of the latter, as he came out ef Jackson; G. Scribe, H. Whitney, Lanping their hair so as to make their apcould sec that the President, looking on the his judgmentPresident Hayoe waa an optimist,
pearance as conspicuously absurd as the door, had his club firmly grasped in sing; G. Treasurer, Harrison Soule, subject with a desire for peace, with a disposi- who looked only ou toe bright side of human
his Jackson; G. S. W., A. Harrison, De- tion for conciliation, with a tendency toward nature and dislikedto look at its dark side.
possible. The bound
gagged his hand, and held his left hand
overcoatpocket in a way that betokened troit; G. J. W., Jos. W. Ely, Allegan; tenderness,determined to start out and com- His (President Hayes') faith and hope bad
couple resisted as stoutly as their ropes
f
and hope of most
the presence of revolvers ready for an Representative,Geo. H. Shearer, Bay mit his administrationto a course, not of re- been huger than the feith
would permit, bnt the masked intruders
pression or a strong iron hand upon the peo- people. He had gone forward to the veiy
emergency. The train started off amid City.
kept steadilyat their work until they
ple, but of concession, of magnanimity, and verge of the constitution in offering both
the jeerings and hootings of the crowd.
Constable R. V. McKeen, of Lan- disregardthe call of the Legislatureof Louisi- hands in fellowshipand in offeringthe oHve
had finished. Then they piled the fursing, recently attempted to arrest a ana. He went on to speak of the sending of branch of peace. He had gone to tbe Umite of
niture in the direst disorder, and left.
farmer in Watertown, Clinton county, on the commission to Louisiana by the President, his power in order to bring about an era of
The sophomores were released soon
LEO XIIL
the result of whose mission waa the disintegra- good feeling and pacification.No man had
a charge oi perjury. Smith’s wife was
after, and determined to frighten, not to
tion of the Packard Government and the in- shared more heartily tbe aspirations of the
sick, and wanted the officer to wait till stallation of the Nicholls Government, and he President than he (Garfield)' had. He had
punish their assailants. To that end
Sketch of the New Pope.
morning, when the officer drew a re- declaredthat no experiment in that direction tried in every way to aid the President in hil
they charged their revolvers with blank
Pecci
is tall, with fine head, high fore- volver; bnt the farmer’s dogs sat down had ever been made so thoroughly as the Pres- project, aod in order to do that there was a
cartridges, and followed the retiring
ident had made this one. The Legislatureand world of things to be forgotten and forgiven
Freshmen into the street. Having head, narrow at the temples; long face, upon the constable, so to speak, and, to Gov. Nicholls had promiseda pardon for all on both uides. If the strictletter of law had
and
straight features. He has a large add to his discomfiture,in trying to
overtaken them, the two fired, and the
political offenses. He asked the House to been adhered to at the end of the rebellion,
Freshmen returned the fire with loaded month, prominent chins, cheerful, open shoot the dogs he shot himself in the turn back its mind, and he asked President there would have been no eod to too awful
weapons.
ball struck Atterbury in countenance, and small, well shaped hand, and finally returned to Lansing Hayes to turn back his mind six months, to the spectacles of prosecutionand punishment(under the law signed by George Washington)
the thigh, a quarter of an inch from the ears. His face reminds one of Consmvi, without his man, who graciously ap- 1st of May, 1877. Would anybody have been against those who had committedthe crime of
found then to predict that in less than sixty
the
renowned
Minister
of
Pius
VII.
peared
the
next
day
and
gave
bail
main artery, and passed out on the other
days the men who, • foremost of all, had made treason.
side of the leg. A meeting of the col- He has a fine, sonorous voice; groat
Mr. Waddell asked if tho troops had not been
The story of how a Lenawee county themselves offensive to the Louisiana Demoodignity, even austerity, of manners in farmer was duped out of $460 by De- cracy, because they had carried out the law of removed from tbe Houth as a matter of constilege faculty was called, and an investitutional duty, and did not the Republican party
gation resulted
the expulsion public life, but privately is affectionate, troit sharpers may serve a good pnr- that State and had thereby become political make
war on tho Presidentfor
'
offendersagainst that party in Louisiana and
unassuming,
sociable
and
witty.
As
of the following-named Frechmen :
pose in putting other unsophisticated throughout the country,would have neon pros- Mr. Garfield replied that the withdrawal of
Camerlengo,
he
has
been
at
the
head
of
Thomas B. Bradford, Dover, Del. ; Francultivators of the soil upon their gnard ecuted ? Would the President have believed the troops from the Governor’sroom and office
cis Lovely, Baltimore, Md.; Horace Mc- that party which, without formally re- when visitiug big, wicked cities. Briefly, it? Would anyone have believed it?
in New Orleans was a constitutional
duty. As
Mr. Hale argued that there was no legal a political student he ('Garfield) had never
Dermott; Dayton, 0.; Powell M. Brad- nouncing the right of the Holy See, ac- the tale, as told by u Detroit journal,is
CTound for the prosecutionof Anderson, of tne doubted and did not doubt to-day that Packard
ley, Washington; W. J. Flock, Wilkes- knowledges the wisdom of submitting as follows
v / i JL
Returning Board, who had been for twenty had been honestlyand fairly elected Governor
to
the
decrees
of
Providence,
accepting
V. W. Bennett, of Brighton,Michigan, came
barre; Biohard H. Hutchins; Wyoming,
years elected to the Legislaturefrom his own of LouisiaDa.
what
seems
to
be, irrevocably, accom- to thia city Saturday, ou business, and while
Pa. ; Edward F. Matthews and Harry H,
Mr. Garfield went on to say that the action of
parish, who had always stood high iu public
near the corner of Jefferson avenue and GrisMatthews, of Cincinnati (said to be plished facts.
and private estimate,and who had never be- the Presidentin removing the troops had been
At Perugia he followed the same pol- wold street,about half-past three o’clock in the fore been considered an outcast and a male- looked upon by the people of Louisiana as a
Stanley Matthews’ sons); Henry Me Alafternoon, he was met by two well-dressed young
factor. In confirmationof his statement that generous and magnanimons action, and they
icy
recommended by the late Cardinal men,
ine, Jr., Savannah, Ga • John J. M.
one of whom called him by name, and
there was a compact that there should be no had garlanded the man who had performed it
Riario
Sforza.
At
Naples
he
advised
introduced
himself
as
a
person
well
acquainted
haw, Pittsburg,Pa. The following
politicalprosecutionsin Louisiana,he quoted with the richest praise. In that era of recongood
Catholics
to
fulfill
their
duties
as
in Brighton, to which place he said be was
Sophomores were also expelled : Robert
ciliationboth sides had forgiven and forgotten
a letter iu a New York paper.
in the evening. After a brief converMr. Hale went on to say that the adherents mnoh. There had been bleeding hearts m the
E. Annim, Princeton;Atterbury and citizens at the municipal and provincial going
sation Mr. Benuety accented an invitation and
the Demooratioparty in the South, who land at the recitalsof the massacre at Hamburg
Carter, the ring-leadersof the hazing ; elections, even when the clerical press, accompaniedhia now acquaintanceto No. 126
and Ellenton, but these horrible storieswere
George S. Johns, St'. Charles, Mo. ; proposing to interpret the wish of the Larned street, where they began a game of were now so eager for upholding the law and never heard of now. Why? Because there had
for the punishment of any infractionof it,
Vatican,
enjoined
the
policy
of
abstenchance. The old man was unable to tell the lurked in the swamps and on the hill-sides and been a rilont determinationto let all tost terriMeigs, Chicngo; Julian
name of the game, but said that the
Olds, Princeton; and
C. Por- tion.
the ravineii of the South, to ambush and ble chapter sleep. All the outrages which had
man who was “so well acquainted shoot down officersof the revenue. It was a been committed in Louisiana during the late
ter, Towanda,
The Matthews Cardinal Pecci spoke with great effect young
in
Brighton”
lost on the first game
election had been covered with tbe veil of obbrothers, from Cincinnati, went At once against the proposal for the removal of and that he loaned him $10 for the party so sensitiveto-day that it robbed consUtuencies of their representatixeson this ivion. Who had begun the latter revivalof
the
conclave
from
and
other
to the Treasurer of the college and drew
second trial. This time
turned
floor and cast decisivevotes in the House, at the chapter? While that work of conciliation
out 820 that Imd beefi depositedwitji measures advocated by the reactionary winning numbers and, depositing the $20 the hands of men who had no more right to had been going forward, there had oommenoed
tarty.
He
enjoys
the
confidence
and
on
the table, played again, losing. This was
him to their credit, and also drew from
seats than Dick 'Turpin had to the booty which at the North (ho affirmed it boldly) the prooees
carried on, the youug man alternately losing
for laying the keel for another Presidential camhe had plundered on the highway.
the bank all the money that stood to support of the Liberals.
and winning, until he nad borrowed $125 from
paign, and tho order had gone forth to LouisiCardinal
Pecoi’s
private
life, at all peMr.
Atkins
indignantly
denied
the
statement
their credit there. They then packed
Mr. Bennett, which was at last lost Then, in
of Mr. Hale as to the ambushing and murder ana to open upon tho members of the Retnftitheir trunks, and, with the others, were riods, is beyond reproach. He has con- order to get back his money, Mr. Beunott
ing Board— to disguise it under the form of a
siderableliterary talent, and has writ- loaned him $75, which was in turn loat Too of revenue officers.
ready to take the 5:30 train for home.
Mr. Hale said that there was a profound im- State proceeding,but to enter a wedge— and- ,
This nasty sending off of the suspend- ten poetry. He never has had inter- deep in the mire and too verdant to stop, Mr. pression that the prooeeding in Louisiana had then the Democratic power, as the gentleman
Beunett made other loans until the sum total
ed students was the cause of serious course with functionariesof the present of his investmentamountedto $480, when the its root, its mainspring, its souroe elsewhere ; from Pennsylvania ((Jlvmer) had stated, would
Italian
Government,
but
is esteemed by
that there were many who believed that the summon all its strength to drive the wedge to
trouble that threw the two largest
young man so well “acquainted” turned
its head and stamp tne great fraud of the electhem
all, and those with whom the ne- winning numbers and, as Mr. Bennett whole performance had been dictated and
classes of the college into a state of open
driveu forward by the restless men who did tion as it deserves. j
hand not mean ever to admit that the Presidential Continuing,he said that many weeks
rebellion, and nearly led to more blood- cessity of his duty brings him into con- says, “just
and pulled in my money and the other title has been settled. The President of the ago details of all that was now takshed. It is the custom of the college to tact are perfectly charmed with him.
fellers $480, and shoving it into his pocket
United States was learningto-day a lesson of ing place in Louisiana had been forehave afternoon chapel at 5 o’clock, and
walked out." When aaked why he didnx stop
misplaced confidence. It was the old, old shadowed by many persons as a part of
everv student is required te attend unBilU Pending in the House.
the young man, Mr. Bennett said, “I was so
story. There had been nothing which the the programme. The Impression was abroad
much excited over his winning that 1 didn’t
less lie has a valid excuse. The FreshThe followingimportant bills and res- think of it; beside he said he was going to President oould do to make efficacious his that the prosecution of the Iletnrning Board
man class, however, were determined to
was the beginning of a purpose to reopen the
olutions are now pending in the lower Brighton and I didn't think bnt that it was all course toward tbe South which he had not
done. There had been no encouragement whole question. One by one events were desee their suspended brothers to the dehouse of Congress :
right." After hehad discoveredthat the young
which could be held out to that section show- veloping which would make it impossible to
pot in safety, and they unanimouslyreAppropriating money for the erection man and his money would not come back Ben- ing the President’sgood faith which the Presi- find the brotherhoodand pacificationwhich
fused to attend chapel, The Sophonett turned to upbraid the young man’spartof new military posts along the Texas
dent had not resorted to. He had appointed waa so earnestly desired. It would be impossiuer, when that individual, remarking, “ Hasn’t
more olass also desired to see the sus- border.
Cabinet Ministers, Foreign Ministers, and ble to continue that course of pacification and
he got my money, too?” walked away.
pended Freshmen out of town, but with
other high officialsfrom that section because brotherhoodunless there was some reciprocity
Before Judge Huntington,at Ann he had been anxious that, if the experiment somewhere. It had been denied that the promotives of a different nature.
Arbor, a final decree haft been entered failed, nobody should be able to say it had ceedingsof the State Court bad been irregular.
The Sophomores intended to “ msh”
failed from any lads on hia part, and how the There was a letter in to-day’s Now Yorks papers
in the Rooe-Douglas case. The Banning
the five suspended ones, and for this bridge across the Mississippiriver.
return was received from Louisiana. In con- from J. Madison Wells, In that letter Wells
Republican says: “Dr. Rose and his
reason they too refused to attend chapel
Making appropriation for detecting friands were not present. Bradley clusion he intimated that it might be tbe con stated that five successive Grand Juries had
This helped to swell a crowd about the
stitntional duty of the President to see to it refused to find a true bill of indictment against
trespass on public lands.
F. Granger, of Ann Arbor, appeared that no injustice was done to a citizen of the lira, and from other statements be (Garfield)
depot that numbered several hundred.
To make appropriation for the conunderstood that three juries had refused to
counsel for the Regents in United States.
The five Freshmen, awed by the threats struction add repair of harbor defenses
Mr. Gibson replied to Mr. Hale. He denied find a true bill against Anderson. He asked
place of Senator Christiancy. The
of the Sophomores,opncluded to make and coast fortifications.
that there had been any such compact for imgross indebtednesson the part of munity for crime as had been asserted by Mr.
an early start and walk to Princeton
To fix the pay of letter-carriers.
Douglas is fixed at 81.672.68j and on
Junction,two and a half miles away,
Hale. As to the case of the murder of Webber
To regulate
the oom
_________
apensatiou of Postin Felicianaparish, of which Mr. Hale had should lodge an information and have him
part of Rose $4,647.55, for tfie paymer
and thus to avoid their enemies. But
masters and prevent the
e illegal sale of
tried. What ProsecutingAttorney iu tho
of which sixty days are allowed, it being spoken, he (Gibson) had interes ed himself in
the college authorities did not consider
postage stamps.
having the guilty party brought to justice, and North oould stand in the face of an outraged
especially
provided
that
R.
A.
Beal
and
them altogether safe, even with this prethe information which he received was that it people and do that?
To pay mail contractors in 1861 who
defendants Smith, Wilson and Smith, was the general impression that Webber had
He went ou to say that there was an ulterior
caution, and Matthew Goldie, Prootor
went into the rebellion without settling
Rose’s bondsmen, are holden for any been murdered by a man of his own party, a purpose behind all this persecution. It was
of the college, was sent to protect them.
their accounts with the United States.
default in payment. Mr. Granger re- personal enemy. He portrayed the state of but a cloak and cover for a raid to be made for
Goldie is almost a giant, and the college
Banning’s (Ohio) resolution instructlittcal purposes in the name of the
men look nptohim as an athlete Jupiter, ing the. Committee on Military Affairs quested a continuance of the case: but affairs in Louisiana during late yesrs when no ^ imocratio party upon the title of
guilty man had been punished, and when no
The Freshmen’s friends were at the de- to investigatethe practicablityof re- Wm. L. Webber, associate counsel for honest man felt his life secure from lawless- the President of tbe United States.
tbe Regents, objected to this on the ness, but since the Nicholls Governmenthad It was in view of that that the i
nu
pot to see them off. .
Hk Jl
ducing, consolidating and otherwise
The usual cheers and tigers were changing the present organizationof toe ground that it was for. the interest of been inaugurated,no man, whether poor or that he representedfelt their efforts at
the university to have toe case decided
given, and the five young men with

the
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John S.
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Pa/

Rome

he

put out his
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as
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powerful protector started for the
junction.Each man carried a heavy
their

army.
The Bland

Silver bill, as

toe Senate.

amended by

as soon as possible. The report of the
Commissioner showed some ledger ex-

persecuted on political I
ytlfingtogain by that? <
not the people of LouisiaDa. Certainly not the
NationalDemooratio party, for Hayes’ title had
been passed upon by Congress.The Returning Board was being prosecuted for fonjery
That crime of forgery was trivialin so far as
tbe recent election was concerned,but it was a
crime of enormous proportions, and the man
who falsifiedthe returnsstruck a blow a* civil
liberty and free governmentIf this move
ment In Louisiana which appeared to be a very
simple ooe was to excite the public mind, to
excite animosities, which he had hoped were
ing in Northern communities,he should
it more than any other man. Bevertthe charges of a oompact between the
iesof Louisiana and the Federal Governmeu't, he denied it not only for the Nicholls
Government, not only for his friends, but he
denied it for the Presidentand hit Cabinet
They could not be guilty of such a crime.
Mr. Carlislequoted from a speech made by
President Hayes to prove that
that The
the troops
troops were
withdrawn from constitutionalduty, and not

cri

man who an
if >
the
to rob him of whatever
Rose and some against nim. The J ndge
proved, nearly every one had s revolver
support he hitherto had they were ti
What the Mints Can Do. *
attributed them to accident and as inin a handy pocket. The Sophomores
best course todo it. The]
cidental to the system of keeping
had been watching for the departure.
Dr. Lindennan, Director of
of the country were sta
counts. In regard
regard to the disputed
again in old fellowshipwas
They went in a body to the depot to the United Statsa Mints, has been
day, and would dimppearif that line
items, the evidence was considered
jidered unnumber of more than eighty, and. aa viewed in regard to the capacity
were persisted in, and it was in the
satisfactory.
Interest
at
the
rate
of
soon as they learned toe Freshmen nad mints to folnu the req
that fact that he had attemptedto
per cent, is to be charged eafch defendstarted to xralk, they abandoned the rail- Bland fiflver trill. He though
spirit in which all those proceedings
ant on the amount of delinquent or unroad and struck out across the fields in was little doubt the bill would
exhibit themselves
r •"
kid accounts at toe close of each year,
hot pursuit As they marched along a law, and Aid he had oonaeq
te Huntington said the fact that the
they sang the well-known Princeton
The Baptist year-book will show the
song, and brandishedthe canes which ite enactment The three mints of the fiaiB waa notrtfied
tried by jury was due not
following totohrof the denondnation f or
nearly all carried. As they reached toe United States, he said, at Philadelphia, to himeelf but to the counsel for toe par.
the United States: Associations at the
long bridge, however, about half-way San Francisco and Carson City, would ties in suit ’
close of 1877, 1,048; ministers, 14,596;
between the town and the junction, they probably be able to run out $1,000,000
congregations, 23.908: baptisms, 102,Words Coined by Lincoln.
saw the train on the Little Branch road in the new coins daring the first month
292; members, 2,024,224.There is an
approaching. They ran to the track, after the passage of toe bill. In the
Noah Brooks, writing of President
increase over 1876 of 43 associations. 984
made the engineer stop the train, and second month the number of dollars Lincoln in Scribner for March, says he
congregations and 817 ministers. There
all hustled on board. Meanwhile Goldie coined would probfibly be increasedto was addicted to coining words and to
is a decrease of 7,894 in baptisms.
and the five stadents had reached the $2,000,000, while thereafter a maximum using words which, though not found in as an act of eonciliatioD.
. i'n 1
•Jill
Hr. Hale asked then if the people of the
junction. When, the Princeton train rute of coinage of $3,000,000a month toe lexicons, seemed to express his mean
RspHEsiNTATiva Baxib, Of Mass*
South were placed under any obligation by it.
came in the eighty Sophomores made a would , probably be reached. During iug better than affy other. Thus,
ohusetta,said,- ip a speech in the House
Mr. Gibeon replied that they were placed
rush for the Pennsylvania railroad depot the first year $30,000,000 of the new people who were pragmatic and meddle- der the highest obligationsthat American
day. t
with a cheer and a tiger, some of them dollars coukl lie coned. The ueofessary some, he said that they were “ inter- sens could assume. The obligations of free- members proba
threatening to make short work of toe amount of geld coinage oould be com- ruptions. ” The quality of being easily men in a free State in the American Union, to gross,
crresA. “The t
weaker Freshmen. The latter were bined, and the subsidiary silver coins dnped he called “ du-pen’-anoe,”and o
the Chair,”
aUwl:o?rt'8UteDmte4
dan- Alee be got out i.b rapidly as hitherto. a man who had been overtaken by a jus
Mr. Clymer said every portion of the coun- “It was toe
lould Between $5,090,000 <>nd $6,000,000- in retributionbe said that “he had go try outsidethe borders of Louisiana as well as mind,” retorted
Baker.
said the Prootor, subsidiary silver coins are still to be Ids eome-up-enoe.”
in it a as interested in tho proceedings now laughter.]
cesses and voucher excesses in favor of

walking-stick, and, as subsequent events
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position of the
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Board would

more

be

harmony with the “wishes of their con- appointinga committee of five, not all of
stituents,” whom they “claim to repre- whom shall be advocates of total absti-

Saturday, March 2, 1878.
THOSE RAILROAD LARDS.

ic liquor traffic.

made in behalf uf the M. A Democrats upon the Coinmittce is
company to gobble up all those per one, all things considered.

0. R. R.

lands, our Board of Supervisorsare

visors of Ottawa County, at their sessions
to

made

The

appear as favorably committed to the

old

and

I

this feature

“Mr. Stewart presentedmemorial and
elllion to the Senate aud House of Rep-

of

the record that an earnest

protest should be

made

I

i

Grand Haven, Mich., Oct
Signed by

all of the

1877.

10,

result of their action, especially

-

ever; /

a

not those

have a large assortment of bleached

unbleached cottons,

aii the host

no time should be lost in correcting their

position. It will also be well enough for
the settlers upon these lands

meet in
their several localities and forward remonstrances against the bill, to Judge
Stone, who no doubt will give them proper
to

and

Go

to

hear lower prices quoted

on

Dress

For
For
For
For

tale of

tbe best in the

Prints at 4 cents;
Best Prints at 5 cents;
heavy ginghams at 7 cents;
heavy Ticking at 8 cents, go to

A

to the

Seventy Millions of people are starving in
those inaccessabledistricts.The brief
dispatch which tells the fearful story says

human

at this
peti-

& RIORDAN’S.

at

half price at

& RIORDAN’S.

Ladies’ White Handkerchiefs 3 cents;
Pocket Books 10 cents;
Silk Bows 10 cents.
Germantown Yarn 12% cents;
Silk Handkerchiefs 20 cents;
Heavy Felt Skirts 45 cents;
Ladies’ Fine Striped Hose 12% cents at

DONAHOE & RIORDAN’S.

imagination fails to

and a very plausibleone for
Board to advance, is that the lands

tion—

”

‘‘not subject to taxation.

Let us see

the
are

how

is

must take

some

steps in reference to the

teeming populationsof SoutheasternAsia.

road, will provide relief. The closing famines have afflicted British India, aes
paragraph In section two of the bill reads: troying millions of people, and one has

mppened is Persia. This

“Said lands shall be and remain free from

completion and putting in operation
single track, com

Grand Haven.,, For

com-

to seriously

of

the future. The trouble

course lies in

Great Chaace

to

L.

FRYER A

maxe money, fl

Maine.

DRESSMAKING
And

the

nil

kinds of sewing done to order.

HENRIETTA
Holland, Mich., Feb.

miums

-

BUI&GKESS’

ART GALLERY

7,

to

We have Jnst procureda lot of beautiful chromos,
which we offer as premiums, to any one who will
procurefor us some new subscribers at the follow
Ing rates: Auv one sendingns three new subscribers (pay In advance)will be entitled to one large
handsome chrymo, valned at $5.00, and have his
choice from five differentkinds. For five subscribers, one can pick out two chromos; and for seven
subsenbets one can pick oui two chromos and
have a copy of the Nxws for one year grails.

50-tf

LAND WANTED.
TN

Ottawa or Allegan Countiesin exchange for
real estate In the City of Holland.
Inquireat this Office.

-tf

dQA
m

0

Sale.

WILL

purchase a first-classInstrument
that cost f iBO, when new.

1/

HOWARD A

McBRIDE.

Holland, Dec. ttth. 1877.

ZfTIEW

the

CITY NEWS.

LK FEB RE.

1878.

Organ For

mnmmsTH

to.

No. 84 Ninth street.
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Photographs HOLUND
AT

Promptly Attended

TEMltS VERY MODERATE.

1

NEW STYLE OT
-

Mm

CuttiBg and

MATERIAL
Just Received at
THE

Only $1.00 per doz.

Farm

Six Tin Types for 50 cts.

“STEWS’

for Sale.

I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
pletion of these first twenty miles the bill the excess of population in comparison
a week in your own town. $5 outfit free,
No risk. Reader, if you want a business and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
allows five years. Taking the past his- with the extent and resources of the counat which persona ot either sex can make
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
tory of the M. A 0. R. R. company, with try. Hundreds of millions in bo’h India great pay all the time they work, write for particu- 40 acres of unimprovedland in the Townlars to a. Hallbtt A Co., Portland, Maine.
and China know nothing of life save tnat
I La present financial stand and stability as
ship of Fillmore.Inquire of
M.D.
a basis, we wit) stand aside at any time to t is a constant struggle to avoid starvaSale.
tion.
A
failure
of
rain
at
proper
interenable any one of the parties at interest—
Id the matter of the estate ot Freak Amler.
whoever he may be— to demonstrateto the vals, or any other derangement of nature, Notice ts hereby given that 1 shall sell at Public
Auction, to the highest bidder,on Tuesday
Board or “to the people, who have been s folic wed by certain death to thousands
tnencing at

00., Manufacturer*,Cincinnati, Okie.

25 Beautiful Chromos as Pre-

consider whether any means

can be devised to avert like calamitiesin

.

new Chronometer we have endeavored to produce What hai long

every town to take subscription!
for the largest,cheapest and best Illustratedfamily
publicationin the world. Any one can become a
successful agent. The moat elegantworks of art
given frea to subscribers.The price ts so low
that almost everybody snbacrlbea.One agent re
ports making over $ffi0 In a week. A lady agent
reports taking over 400 subscribersIn ten days
All who engage make money fast. Yon can devot*
all your time to the businese, or only year spare
time. You ne.d not be away from borne ovei
night. You can do it as well as ortiera. Full par
ticulars,directions and terms free. Elegant and
expensiveoutfit free. If yon want profitable work
send us your address at onee. It costs nothing ta
try the business. No one who engages falls tc
make great pay. Address "The People's Journal,'
Portland
2fr-ly

last visitation

upon China is so far ahead of the others
nil taxes for the term of five years from the
date of the patenting of the same.” The n its magnitude and so completely defies
patents for these landa are to be Uaned on mman resource, that the world will have

of twenty miles of

JHAIpVt

doomed millions. The day

approaching when the civilized world

the bill now pending before Congress, India aud China contain at least half of
granting these lands to the M. & 0. Rail- the world’s people. Within ten years two

*'the

I ,

3Mi’erti5emtnti

juncture will go very fur toward

relieving the

clocks.

the

Nora These Ihhtbdctioms.—Chronometers can he returned and money will be refunded If purchasers are not satisfied. Give full name, Poat office. County and State, and nearest Express office—
as we send goods exclusively by express. The safest manner to send money, Is by Post-office money
order or registered letter. The Post-officeDepartment deliver no register letters or money on maney
orders to only responsible parties— consequentlythia would be the safest way of ordering ourChronom
eters. Address all orders to

be afforded, but nothing that can be done

of

toke*p comet
down In any

correct time, and
which can be obtained for a very low price within the reach of everybody." For some time past the
people have been swindledby buying cheap Wutcbus and Clocks that never last and will seldom keep
time, but wt qvarantee every Chronometerw sell to contain genuine worke and keep CorrectTime. Also
that they are Just aa represented, be Inc handsomely set In fine nickel cases. The]/ are not equaled for
cheap, eleqa’Uamlhandy Time piece, will sell or trade readily on sight for twice the amount, an indispensable articlefor the farmer or traveling man. a beautifuland valuable ornament for the parlor and
drawing-room,a splendid office clock. Tuey can be carried any place and kept In any position as
easily as a waicb, and will run in correct order.

large assortmentof the best quality

DONAHOE

horror which comes from China.

i*wammM

containing correct running works. Everyone
can he carried aliout from place to place, or laid
poaitlon and still keep running.

IMPORTANT NOTE.-U

of.

Good

DONAHUE

THE FAXIftiTlN CHINA.
seem insignificant when compared

and

been needed— "s good-running,substantially-made
Time-keeper,that will keep

Royal Baking Powder

Ladies Fine Furs

other calamities of the present day

Oon-

in Fine Niokle Cases,

Works Known.

The siae pf thie Chronometer is 6 inches In diamutrr. They are stemwlndors. and All the place of
both a Clock end Watch. Will run for a life-time,as the works are tbe best made, and equal to if not
superior to those used in tbe best
$

of Canned Goods; and don’t forget our
What surprisesus most in this matter Japan Tea for 40 cts. at
P. A A. STEKETEE.
is that dll the supervisors—seventeen
members— were thus “taken in.”

tabling the Best

timu They

Goods

-

One of the reasons alleged in the

cases,

DONAHOE & RIORDAN’S and

than the oldest inhabitant ever dreamed

•>

New and Handsome Timepiece. Superior to all Cheap Watches and Clocks In the Market. THE
FRYER CHKONOMKTBR Is a model of perfection,bolng handsomely made In fine solid ntckle

attention.

truly that

the Supervisors signed it,”

A

the market, and are continuallykept cn
hand;]

comprehendthe situation.It makes less
A stock of Live Geese Feathers are
The above is all the record shows on disturbance than the war in the East or always kept on hand at Bottom Prices, at
than any European complication,however
t!iis subject, and in considering it we do
P. & A. STEKETEE.
--not intend to go behind the returns. On slight. Nevertheless, the story cannot be
We keep on hand Grass and Clover
its face it appears however, that this land told without awakening the deepest feelSeeds, and have a fine lot of Mammoth—
matter was “presented” to the Board by ings of sorrow and sympathy with the also all kinds of Garden Seeds, at
one of its members, withont any instruc- unfortunate people who arc so afflicted.
P. & A. STEKETEE.
tions from the Board, and that, without any Such aid as can he rendered will propably
“all

I

brands in

Supervisors.”

formal reference, inquiry or report

The Cheapest and Best Timekeeper Ever Made-Set

,

members who represent the townships in market, always on hand at
P. & A. STEKETEE.
which these lauds are located. To such

All

CORRECT TIME,

TO KEEP

FOR ONLY THREE DOLLARS EACH.

well

Goods. Ro Auction Goods.

All straight

who We

by the men,

having spent the best part of a life time in
losentytlresof the United Slates, relative
I the (sfo-called)Rail Road Lands, and improving their homesteads, are now
i.med that ih« same be signed by the threatened with a flattering prospect of
members of this Board and the Clerk in- paying once more for their land ns u restructed to forward the same to our Repward for their actual seltlefuent.
r^sontative in Congress.
We do not believe that at the time dU of
Which motion prerailed.
the members of the Board of Supervisors
To ths Senate and H<nm of Repneenlatitet
intended the present state of atfuirs as the
of the United State*.

We the undersigned Board of Supervisors of the County of Ottawa, State of
Michigan, claiming to represent the wishes
of our constituents, would respectfully
represent, that by reason of act of Con
gres$ dated June 5th, 1853, granting in
trust to the State of Michigan, all the unsold GovernmentLands of the Alternate
Section,within fifteen miles of a contemplated lino of. Rail Road, to be built between Grand Haven and Owosso, in said
State, the people of our county have been
grievouslyinjured, in as much as the
lands bare not been claimed by any Rail
Road Co., haring built in accordance
with the conditions of said grant, thereby
leaving the title to • large amount of
hods in this county, either in the State or
federal Government,and not subject to
(axattfitt of permanent settlement.
Your petitioners would prav that these
Lands be restored to sale and settlement
or given to some Rail Road Co., that wiil
build a road on ur near the line contemplated by the original grant in a very short
apace ot time.

-E

IMI

constituents.”It is especiallyto selected stock of the best quality,

(their)
in regard to the so called railroad lauds:

WARRANTED

STEKJBTEE

&

D S O

STEMWimUG CHRONOMETER

a pro-

reliable firm of

of October and January last, have just
A.
scheme, and that nndcr nn assertion of P.
from its pages we
“claiming to representihe wishes of our sell goods cheaper than
gather the followingaction taken by them
i.een published, aud

ZEE A. 2sT

The provision admitting

sequent cfTorls

Super-

elf

A.

nence, to investigatethe subject of alcohol-

sent.”

As the recard now stands, with the sub-

The proceeding!! of the Board

CHRONOMETERS.

A bill is to be reported in the Senate

in

42-tf

Administrator’s

Job

Office.

HOWARD.

Our

facilities for

Joslin&Breyman, ing Are

the nimtk day ot April, A. D. 1878, *t
grievously injured,”when these lands will and perhaps millions. A mere dependence ten o'clock. In the forenoon, at the premiseshereon benevolence is not to he thought of as inafter described In the Township of Olive, in the
become “subject to taxation.*1
t’eanty of Ottawa in the State of Michigan, pursu
a means of averting or relieving the disant to Licenseand authority granted to me on Iho
The petition farther prays that the lands
tress. The British Governmentspent fifty Eighteenth day of February, A. D. 1878, by the
be “given te some railroad company that
ProbateCourt of Ottawa County, Michigan, all of
millions in the fiist Indian famine, and, of tbe estate, right, title and interest of the said
will build a road on or near the line concourse, did a great deal of good. But the deceasedof. In and to the real estate situated aud
being la the County of Ottawa in the State of
templated by the original grant in a very
country could not stand a similar drain Michigan,known and described as follows,to- wit:
short space of time.” What the Board of
Lot three (8) or the north -west fractional quarter
last year, in Madras, and so the evil was of the north west fractional quarter of section
Supervisors evidently wanted, is the buildalmost unchecked. The only remedy that twenty-two (ft) In town alx (rt) north of range
ing of a certain road and that in a very
sixteen (11) west. County of Ottawa and State of
appears possible is to transplant tbe people Michigan, containingturtv-elghtand thlrty-hun
short time. To this, no exception can be
dredths scree be the same more or less. Subject
by millions to climates that are suitable, to the widows right of dowei. Term* made known
taken, as far as the Board is concerned, if
where land is plenty. Northern Australia at the time and place of hale.
by so doing they bid not abandoned the
Dated, February<3. A. D. 1878.
and Africa could take up the whole surplus
ALE P. 8TEGENOA, Administrator.
rights snd equities of the actual settler
*-7w
populations of India and China, and, unDEALERS IN
and plaoed him at the mercy of an adder judicious management,the evils which
1 1 can make money faster at work for us than at
venturous corporation. But let us go to
have visited these lands could be averted II anything else. Capital not requirt-d; we will Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
the bill to find a response to the above
start yon. *12 per day at home made by tbe
for generations. This country does not Industrlons.Men, women, boys and girls wanted
prayer. ' We rend* “that at least twenty
Goods.
want and will not permit an inordinate everywhere to work for us. Now ft the time.
Costly outfit and terms free. AddressTbuk & Co.,
miles of said failwry shall be completed
Chinese immigration.Undoubtedly the Aognata,Maine.
within five years from the date of the
present calamity will add to the numbers
passage of this act.” Five yean for the
that will seek our shores, and the prevencompletion of the first twenty miles and
tion of a Chinese way may become of genas isr as the bill is concerned an unlimited
eral interestto the whole country as it now
RAPIDS, MICH.
future for the completion of the remaining
is to California. Bui as a civilized people T. H.
- - Proprietor.
milesl The first twenty miles of this
of Spectacles.
we should join the reit of the world in
road, beginning at this end, must consome measure, In the interest of common
stitute a very importantsection of its Hue;
humanity* to prevtnt the recurrence of
The undersigned desires to announce te the
this we are led to infer from their
such frightful disasters as the one that public in general, that ho Is now the sole pr<>prie
prominence in the bill. Ro much for a
tor of ihU well-known and popular hotel, and Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
now afflicts to oldest empire in the world. that be will hereafter give his peieonal attention
“a very short space ot
t
to tbe managementof the house end the wente
Holland, March 24, 1877.
fi-ly.
of hts gue»ta The house has been refitted and reThe question might also be raised
furnished, and now offers the best of accommodations to the traveling public. It contains 180 handwhether the present line of the Michigan
some and commodious roomsi fitly ef which
_____________
^ ___________
The
Great English
and Ohio Railroad, if ever it shonld be
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Print-

unequaled in this city,

and we are at

times prepar-

all

ed to execute

ALL KINDS OF

PRmrma

job

Watchmakers $ Jewelers,
Promptly and Neatly
IN

THE

Jewelry & Fancy

SWEET’S HOTEL
GRAND
LYON, -

—

All Kinds

Special Announcement. Fail

time.”

ipditiotul fucal.

built, will be sulficiefiUjr
line

contemplated by

as to

“on or near the

the original

come within reach of the

grant,”

The Grand Rapids Business College
a school

of high order and attracts

is

many

benefits pupils from this and other States.

contemplated by the original grant or the

Board.
er

to

In this connectionit la also prop-

say

H would

(to

uqjust to form-

Dress Goods from 10

eta.

and Gents1 underwear for 20 cts. and up-

our Board of Supervisors ward.
with the bill now pending before the
ally connect

House, and bold the Board responsible for

iU

provisions, as long oa the published

and upward,

SiHfSSSxSmi

teen years, and thahkful for former patronafe,
proprietor hopes for a continuanceof the same.
The roome of Sweet’s Hotel are not exce led by
any public hoasslntheState,the tables are supplied with all the markets afford, and carefulatlAai it given by all employees,
lug to receives liberal patrotta;ije from the
Ing public, which will be dhly appiodhted
i6

P.

A

A.

8TEKETEE.

Mr. Frank D. Moulton U travelling
through the Weston business, and is

proprietor.LYON.
!

IU

T. H.

BEST»afW4a®

sex, right In their own localities..F«rtlcnlars and samplesworth $5 free. I mom re your
delivering addresses upon various business spare time at this business. Address Stinson A
tity. T\* thing for which the Board of
Co.. Portland, Maine.
quesiions »»f Importance to farmers, stockSupervisors can and should be criticised, is
raison and dairy men.

record does hot fully warrant snch an Iden-

that inasmuch as “the people
county heve beep

gf ievonsljr

of

set forth in the Board's own

language—

they shonld have secured these people

a

Wanted.

our

iqjured”— at

Good

Shirting Flannel for 0 cents;

Grey Twilled Flannel for 11% cents;
White Shaker Flannel for 15 cents;

continuation of these
Double Gold Waterproof for 45 cents;
grievous injuries. The honest settlers
Rxtra heavy cloth Over Shirts for f 1.00
upon these lands should have been pro- worth $2.00 at
tec ted firat In that case we think the
DONAHOE A RIORDAN’S.

against

Mae Qj[€^ld Fens.

1-

.

^

'

ommended aa an

1

unfailing cure for
Seminal
ness, Ppermator-

•mi

Weak-

(WTO
that follow as a
sequenceon Self

MB

a

i

a

-

-----

• ’

I

PMP

,<l

bMii'.ii

!

;

' -

t‘>

—
n t»jJJ

^ f-t-i

-•

hA

.ir.ipu: {

.jj-Uorf wfi vm>.

Programmes,
Handbills,

versa! Lassltfide. Pain in tie Back, Dimness of
Vision, Ptamatufo Old Ago, aid many other diseases that load to laesnug, ConannlpUon and a
Premature Grave, all of which aa a rale era ti^t
caused by dotiatingfrom the path of nature and
over Indulgence.The Specific Nedlclno is the result of a me study and many yean of experience
in treating these specialdiseases.

Law Blanks,
Etc., Etc., Etc1

roll particalan in oor pamphlets, which we

deelre to tend free by mall to every one.
Specific MedicineIs sold by all Druggists at
RELIABLE Business Man to get up a party $1The
per package, or six packages for $5. or will be
to go to Virginia and settleon a large tract
•eat by mall on r.celpt ef the money by addressof land owned by the advertise!, and to bo divided
up into villageloti with fitnni adjoining.These faff ! . <
lots end farms are divided into Sham at Tom raffs,
The Gray Medicine Co.,
so that working men, mechanics,' Incipient manuNo. 10 Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
factures, Ac., can easily buy them. Afro, parties
HT“Bold in Holland by Heber Walsh and by aU
to eeU shares. It psys better thin any other agency
Druggists cvi-ry
40-ly
Apply
JC. BAVDER, Fenton, Mich.

A

to

riiKTiio

LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS, v
ii BILt BEADS.
STATEMENTS,
Remedy
ENVELOPES,
GRAY’S spedific Kfedicin (\ .-iiim. pi. o PRICE HST&i
1 - — —
,S\ <'(’
- • ' ' 'ajtKbS.
ILle especially rec THADI

can

i'

COMMERCIAL

where.

All kinds of Colored
Ornamental printing,
and examine specimens
prices.

4

U.hAD our article ou the Uailroud Lauda |- Thy Jititnatcn'sbarsaparilla the l»eM in
on the editorialpage.
the market.

ifteUinfl

]

in
Tifie

Judging from the starting

enlargement of the City Milll^j/be-

the pinning

ginning to lomh up like n Chicago clt*

mills, business

what reviving

Mr.

up

It

of both

said that all of

is

must be some- family share

“Bob”

Ingersoli's

Tub

Hummers new tannery was let
on Monday afternoon to Mess. Sehols &
l*otsma. The building will bo 24x40,
three stories high, on ^ stone basement.
The work was commenced lofthwilh.

.

The

Vanderwcrp, on Pine stnet, Muskegon,
has been closed by creditors.Mis
ties

amount to $9,000.

can

effect

liabili-

It is believed

a settlement and restime busi.

!

ness shortly.

Van

centres. But

faca and soil, straight, brown hair. Alto-

made
burg

year old cherub in a fifty-year vest.

seen to^ross the Vmidiicar

Haalte homestead on l\/sday

List of letters remaining in

the

as

Mil.

Post

t

Van den

Berg, a

year old daughter of Mr.

II.

fourteen
j

G. Van den

A

-

......

firm has just
at 81. Peters-

—

gers for her, although ia a
tion.

,a,lcr I"'ovcd l"

-«•*—

of a painful nature, and one that

1'L>

The amount of goods taken from the store stock of
taiued a
estimated lo

is

amount to

about $499.

the

The Goods are

'

first-class

FRIGES ARE LOW.
A prompt delivery free of

Dealer

charge,' cun

be relied upon.

WT CALL AND

SEE.

VAN PUTTEN.

G.

Holland. Nov.

1877.

1,

BOTTOM PRICES,

may

—

Thunk Welsh

pilots,

—

by whose

fore-

to

thought, skill, and arduous exertionsnine

il8
York

niuncrouato mention:

» »'«"" market
,h“ ciV ruu"d among his
one which con

Imjnlre

Table Oil Cloth,
Window Shades
of

all

of1877.
II.

DOKSBURG.

Holland, April 7,

kinds.

8-tf

A Largo and Fine

ISTEW stock:

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

--

—

---

OF

Retail.

Bedroom

"f »
s't'nmship line upon the condition of trade in England and America
His •pinion was that there

six inches long.

1

Sett*

and Varlor

BOOTS & SHOES

Setts.

in'ervleacd the man, leer

|
j

rril U East 45 feet of Lot 5 in Block 38. Situated
between J. 0. Doenburg’sDrngHtore, and P.
ft A. Steketiic’* General Storu, on Eighth street.

Floor Oil Cloth,

T|IR London correspondent,.f the Isew

it

Fine Building1 Site For Sale.

Household FURNITURE

were

--

Live Geese Feather,
and Feather Beds.

signs of

Senator T. W. Ferry was again chosen pie of the Eastern Slates would only go Coffins and Caskets alway
Senate. The West more freely, arm confidencewere a
on hand.
more machinery to their butter tub manuvote was very close, one majority, showing little more restored,the advance intrude
factory, consisting of a machine to make
the strength of the Democrats in the Sen- and commercsai prosperity would he
Fair dealing can be relied on.
ami finish their own headings. This facate. is competitor,Senator Thurman, rapid and important.
tory is getting along nicely, and furnishWhile I thank the public for their patronageof
of Oiiio, escorted him to the chair, but
the pttft, I hope to merit end solicita liberal allure
es employment to quite a number of
The extraordinarystatement is made ol h for the future.
before taking the chair he said: “Thanking
hands. They are continuallyimproving
that Fedor Vassilief,a peasant of Moscow,

Just received at-

HEROLD

E.

improvement in the West, and if the peo

Purdy A Co. have added some

J. H.

-

pat-

-

on

Eiisl river oysters
li.tli

Ojps,

Crockery,
Flour <fe Feed.

— A.T

si,'uP

ln l8®.

d'‘*ler ul

(fe

counintlug of all kind* ol

M. 0. I.nmtireux, at Iticlmmud, Allegan and
and a
'> half
l,l,lf Inches
1"d,os in
i" breadth
l,rMdl11 across
"('r"8s

*'w«"

Hats

FURNITURE
—

one of Lloyd's agents what they wauled
leeord
in
the
or expected for their services, immediTwo members ol a gang of burglars,
supposed to number ten or twelve, whose United States was one taken from the beds ately replied: “We have had what we
names are given as Lnjus Nelson and one in Mobile in 184^. It measured three feet wanted— the lives of the men.”
and one inch in length, and twenty-three
Fletcher, and who broke into tin* store of

were cuptuiedon Jlondav lust, and I
lodged In the County Jail at AUetran. ) °*’tn

Dry Goods,

In the city, am again ready with an entire new
Stock of

little above the ankle,

lm,luced acr,,ulW ii'th- prove tedious.

Tin; larjost oyster

do.,

with a call.

1877.

FURNITURE

H. Bender, ol Hamilton, well- Oldest

and stI,lills- Tlie
men were rescued from the masthead of
| b,,y 8aid lie thought something ailrd the
the steamer Pioneer, off the const of
molusse-the very minute his father told
crippled condiWales, In January last, on being asked by
him to eat all lie wanted.
!

will be pleas*d to aee all my old cueto®
and sa many new ones aa will favor me

A new Stock of

undersigned

the

I,

soon as peace is declared.

found the fracture n

Ber- had the misfortune to get her left 1 ,,0-v lo ,nukw ,l huu,l,,1y meal 01
hand in a eornsbell.i, on Saturday l ist, ' ,,Uck"heal (:,,kus aud ,Ul,laR8e8-bllt llie
crushing three or four fingers. Dr. Morris was called, and hop.-s to save the fin-

coll

IIoixand,Mich., Aug. 25

one

Wxi. Vkhijiikk, P. M.

FAT,,K,‘

Stmt.

Etc., Etc.
before you order, nnd
ronize your home industry.

iking it comparativelyeasy.

Miss Dina

Rim

I

urn

Work Warranted and

Give us n

Alt is office at Holland, Mich., Feb. 28, 1878: known in this city, broke his left leg on
ko long since any deer have be/iVecn A. T. Darrah, Frank Coon, Miss Ida Friday last, while working in the woods
near this city, that this instance was men- Whiiemore,, J. T. Weaver, Miss Ellen near Hamilton. Dr.. F. 8. Ledehocr was
called to relieve the poor sufferer and
tioned as a curiosity.
Holen, Laura Markel.
last,

Where

Prices Low.

grain

an American

a contract to build

L

Groceries,

All

there is not an elevator at either of those

gelher he has the appearance of u twenty-

A dkku wns
the

a stout

is

of

all kinds

Wo keep constantlyon hand thnbest kind of
stork, and also a nice varlet of design*. Letter
Ing done In the English, Hollandand Oem,an languages, os desired.

trade of Odessa, Revel, and St. Petersburg,

body, with boyish
he ! features. He has pouting lips, a round
ing infidel,

J. ROOST & SON,
Cornnr Ninth and

CEMETERY WORK
-- IN STONE. --

Irishmen were proceeding in com-

Notwithstanding the Immense

CoMiNKi. Hubert G. Imrersoll, the lead-

HEADSTONES

,

And

buisiness.

extensive ftpie of F.

Burned out by the late Ptro I havs re opened ip
the store formerly occnpicd by

MONUMENTS

Tin; Detroit and Milwaukee railroad pany to a jail yard to witness an execution
has had to rent several engines to trans* when one said to the other: ,‘T say, Pat,
port all the freight that the steamships where wud yez be if the hangman had his
take to Grand Haven from Milwaukee. dues?” “Begorra,” said Pat, “I’d jist be
En- Freights were lowered, hence the rush of walkin’ down this shlreet alone.”

A dispatch to the Grai/d 'ttapids
quirer, says:

Two

G. Van Putten.

Manutactnrvra«f

TABLE!

!

!

O

Leweke, Krumbein | Luce,

or in his slate.

Mu. F.

1TEW STAND
1 - --

h ul’t

[Next door to Harrington’* Cheap Cash Store.]

butcher Burriel,who slaughtered

Qukiiy: “Why will men smoke com the crew of the United States vessel Vir*
mon tobacco, when they can buy Marburg ginius in 1873, died last month in Spain.
Bride’s law office.
VI
Bros. 'Seal of North lardinaf at the same
Mr. Oonkling'sgreat oration in favor of
Tub noble Briton has been waked up
.. . (
4.Vly
the
Silver bill will be publishedin bis
just in time to utisa the train, and he beA RHi’ottTcomes from Washington by posthumous works. He knows it will bo
Viius to feel prclly mad about it.— [/Vd/away of Boston that Mr. Tilden will again appreciated by posterity, iC-'not by his
fldphiit 'rimes.
be Hie Democratic candidate for Gover- constituents In Wnll street.

price?”

mu

his religions views.

in that line.

moved his law officii
to the second floor over Howard & McF. J. Ort has

it

Eighth Street, City ok Holland.

President pro tempore of the

a ('omplete a-sortmentof Children’s and Infanta1
for fall aud winter, and a full line of
Ladle*’ and Gentleman'll wear.

II

you, Senators, for another proof of your

their ware, and we confidently hope that

mind

^thanged his

old store on his

Van

lot

Pulton, and fix

next
it

move

but will

confidence, and relying

we

which opens Duluth harbor lo
Lake Superior— and by consequence involving the existence of Duluth itself—
has at length come to an tnd. The decision is in favor of Duluth, and of course
the canal will remain open. Superior
City, on the Wisconson side of the St.
Louis river, suffers by this order, which
re establishes the supremacy of the “Zen
the canal

this

up into a respecta-

ble looking business house.

nhd the contractors

let

tions

The job is
commenced opera-

on Wednesday last. We

under-

stand that both these stores will be placed

on a level with the sidewalk,so
the climbing on four or

obviate

as

five steps.

The young man, who gave

his

ilb City of the

name

taken the road again and

Monday morning, and

at

recess got into misclrief and hurt a little

and fearing the usual result he

girl,

up his mind

to

made

leave, and told one of his

playmates he was going lo Chicago.
left the

and

He

school and was not seen again,

it is

presumed he took the 12:15 train

noticed a misunderstanding around

town about $175 rent of Mr. Kanters’
basement for Engine No. 2. To those who
don’t understand this
this

wc

amount of money

would say, that

includes the

both basement rooms, and shed

for

use,

of

President Hayes
the silver bill, (mi

his

was on Thursday

has actuallyvetoed

A man by the name of Chas. II. Lowell,

was tramping around in the

through the winter, lighting street lamps,

most

use for election purposes, cost of cleaning,

NO.

RIVER STREET,

22

DEALER IN

Holland, - - - Michigan

to treat his

a pleasant evening. The entertainments
will he resumed again after lent.

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Short Notice.
W. ft II. KLFKRDINK,

8t-1y

Of the neatest styles and host qualities which
•Her cheaperthan anybody else.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Western Farm

Journal.

A PKOGKSSIVE WEEKLY
Agricultural and Family

Makes Custom Work

Newspaper.

The FARM JOURNAL ha* becomo too well
known to require any mention of what it has done
in the past, or what

It

Specialty.

propose* to do in the fntore.

helpless,aud

was kindly cared

an-

reflections,by gossip, etc., on

the outsk^ts of

but combine our

facts,

Mr. Har- back

at these

to

do. Asa

Farm, Household or Fireside,

From and

will be found eapeclaliy !ntere*tlng and attracto both old and yonng. Every department
ia enlivened and made readable by

after this date,

tive,

country. We
because we -are deprived

Wentera Farm Journal,

116 M«aro« St., Chicago,III.
rington. On Thursday last this man are not suffering
owned by Mr. II. D. Post, was enlrely de- Lowell arrived here, and explained (lie of the elements of success, but because we
- faiR-fr
stroyed by 'fire. The building /ik been whole mystery. Mr. Harrington brought lack the industry and virtue requisite to
iT ’*
! Hoy i‘i
comparativelyidle for years, /ily Vca- him, together with Mr. Hopkins, to this that success. The American people
jf6v
nionally It Would be used by /our vessel office, to give his own explanationin per- should esrn tbelr substance by labor and
4,000 Cor is of Shingle Bolts.
captains tor stow lug and rep/u ing sails. son. He left In a sail boat, and jiot being Indnstry. and not by the hazards of speculation,”
The scow Spray, undergoing repairs, was able to make the harbor again, reached a
**
“ rd*“ for **"
moored to the dock, had some prepared vessel and went to Chicago, and from
The Christian InteUigeneer Of the 28th Custom sawing (Jone to ordcr
at short notice.
there
went
to
the
Northern
woods
of
deck plank in the wmvhome, a gaff, a

Wanted.

1

.

CROCKERY!

paper for the

It

again prosperity to the

this city. The building oh CentrtlA’harf,

VAN RAALTE.

to

what each coming week will bring ont. It ha* not
been snepccted of lacking In enterprise, or doing
anything less than Is becoming a paper of its class

sent afterward* a* fast a* secured.
Bel ore making np your list of paper* for the ensuing year Jt will pay vou to send for ft specimen
copy, which are sent free. Address plainly,

energies to bring

K.

Is well before the public, and it* countenance

and contentsone week, famish an index a*

.

Utica, on Thursday of last week, proffered

Black Lake, and all of a sudden disap- Let us not waste our time repining
peared on the 4th of July of 1874, casting

D B

intend to devote to this lineo

Talented Regular Contributors!

Ex Governor Horatio Seymour, in an
aud address to a Dairymen’sAssociation at

for, and

Twenty-

Its Record for the Vast
Two Years,

And no pain* are *pared by the publisher* to maintain it* high ataadard of excellence.
For the current year the sublet Iptlou price will
remain a* heretofore,vlx: Two dollar* per single
copy, and one dollar and thlnh-flve cent per copy
in club*— postage prepaid by the publisher!.
We amhorlBoaijy person who desire* to do *o.
lo become our agent, and will receive the aubacilp.
Honor all such at club price*,other naniei being

commodationsfurnished.

^

Boots and Shoes

Repairing neatly done and at

fraudulency, and

the Republicans will curb his bits. It is

sub«equently Mr. Harrington gave him some sound advice on the subject of hard
week. This cannot be claimed as a high
employment on a farm located near Mr. limes, saying: “ The times are well
rent for. the space occupied and the acElizra Hopkins’, on the south side of enough, and they are beyond our control.

on

HEROLD.

1877.

1,

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

The above Arm make a *pecialtyof cuatom work.
snubbed, by the House of RepresentativesGuarantee Kiiti*fnctlou. Their price* are low
enough to compete with any houao in the city.
passing it over his head by a vole of 197
They keep constantly or hand a choice varietyol
Ladies and Children si.och and galtera.
to 71. From this time out the West will

vicinity of

on the 218^ day of March, 1874, sore

of which brings the rent
proper down to about two dollars per

.broke out

E.

Holland, Mich., 8«pt.

effectually

the residence of Mr. Geo. S. Harrington,

etc., etc., all

fire

ELFERDINK’S

H.

contemptubleaction

last

tra. Those present report having enjoyed

good lime.

hose, light, and fuel and keeping of fires

other

W. &

A

drying

Very early on Thursday morning

1878.

:

for Chicago.

Wk

1?,

I am now selling the How* Hewing Machine,
will henceforth keep It for *al« at my store.
Peddling machines with wngonsha- been abolished
for the simple reason that the prices of machine*
me too low to admit of any oxp<m»e in that way

nnd

KKlDSEMA.

Call in aud get bargain*.

at the

evening next.

departed on Monday last. He went quietly to school on

S.

Hou.anp. Jan.

were alive in 1872.
These facts, it is said, can be easily verified by records in Moscow, where the
Vassilief’sare well known;

City Hotel on Tuesday now morally certain that bis administrafinal meeting will be tion will be a tremendous failure. Litter—
held at this office on Monday evening, at The Senate nLo passed the hill by a twowinch lime all the sub-committeesarc ex- thirds vote over his head. So the Silver
pected to attend to meet with the tjwm- Bill is a law.
miitec on arrangements.The following
At the Grace Church Literary and Mugentleman are expected to attend: Cnpt.
sical Social held nt the residence of . N.
J. C. Burrows, of Kalamazoo;Col. Wm.
Kenyon, Esq., on Wednesday evening last,
M. Ferry, Geo. W. McBride, and Geo. A.
the following programme was presented
Farr, of Grand Haven, Col. Messnmre, of
InstrumentalMusic, Gee’s Orchestra; SeGrand Rapids, aud Mr. Levi Beardsley, of
lect Reading, Mrs. H. C. Mat ran; Vocal
Muskegon. Several of these gentlemen
Duette, Mr. Frank Hopkins, Miss Fannie
have been heard from already. Dr. Gee’s
Hopkins; Instrumental Solo, Miss Mary
brass band will be in attendance;also Mr.
Post; Pantomime Charade; Instrumental
Chas. Waring’s choir, who will tavor the
Solo, Miss Ola Kenyon; Vocal Solo, Miss
veterans with some songs from camp life.
Everything looks as if we would have a Mary Post; Instrumental Music, Orchea

who has been kindly harbored, to be held

Hummel, has

Unsalted Sea.”

their entire arrangements for the banquet

clothed and taken care of by Mr. and Mrs.
J.

aee a moat beantlfulvariety of
ornaments,picture frame*, bracket*

of Vassiliel’s family

The Holland Soldiers’ Union have made know how

as

CorneliusAnnals, and his age as that of
9 years, and

nml

him with eighteen childien. Eighty-three

Win.

to that of

Cull

t’lun]) Khaim,
etc., etc

largest

about building,as

mentioned last week,

N. B.

it

on your generous had, in 1872, at the age of 75, eighty-seven
support, I will at once enter upon the du- children by two wives. His wife bore
institutions.
him quadrupletsfour tines, triplets three
ties to which you have chosen me.”
times, and twins sixteen times. His secMr. O. Van Pullen having purchased
The long litigationm the United States ond wife, on eight occasions,presented
the emptv store of Mr. M. Koning, has supreme court involving the existence of
our

will some day rank as oue of

CALL AND SEE US.
-- :o:-

trade the necessary attention

and will keep on hand a com
plete stock of

White

(Jranitt

and C. C. Ware.

A
those

liberal deduction

who buy

t<

sets or in larg«

quantities.

• Rockingham and Yellov
Ware in large supplies.
G. J.

VAARWERK.

Holland. Mich.,8epu 10

1875.

PICTURES

inst, says: Professor Kullen has prepared

Come and examine my >pee!
linens before yo
yawl boat, and all her sails, whlchiyere, M,c,,12al1' wh«re he came from-took a and publiolted an attractive lilkognlph ol
Highest market
rket price paid for Pine
Pin* Lops,
Log*, at •"1
at
_ _ .ft x
« _
if 1
n I
* ««•..lair
L
piece
of
land,
went
to
work,
and
never
nil consumed, a loss of ubouts$200. Capt.
----the buildingsand grounds wliidji /constiprice than ever before.
Chas. Brandt had a brand flow wagon in* £cnt a word to tills town in explanationof tute the propertyof our Hope djjllege,at
aide, which a hui perished. Mr. J. Van his mysterious disappearance. And now, Holland, Mich. The picture/tjll be a
— '—OF
Pulten lost his sailboat inside, and Capt. (on Thursday last) passing through here surprise to not a few. One yd notlier,
on
business
he
called
on
Mr.
Harrington,
J. Borgmuu lost his yawlboat*-i.t laying
on seeing it, has said in our/iearing; “I
on the outside against flic wharf. Thfc his benefactor, to explain it. This turning did not think we had so/iuch there.”
Holland, Jan. 18th,
48^tw
fire, it is generally believed, is the work up of the lost mao will undoubtedly oblitThe
lithograph is an unanswerable arguerate all suspicion and gossip. Mr. Lowell
of an incendiary. 31 r. Post has no insurgoes back again to Bay— half Lake. Wax- ment in favor of a generous and prompt
Tnbon on the shortestpossible notice.
ance on the building, and his loss cannot ford Co., 12 miles north of Ctotn Lake— reply to Prof. Kollen’s plea for the com
A
8
Acre
Fruit
Farm
containing
some
SOObearinc
be much less than $500. If these fires his home. It was very thoughtiesa,
r. - to
- sa
-ay pletion of the endowment of
the college.
college, erape Tines, 100 Cnrrant bushes; Strawberries;
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can’t be stopped any other way— the citi- the least, of Mr. Lowell, to leave so sud I
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BLINDFOLDED.
Two

little white bund* pnt over the eyea,
And tresses of hair brushingover the chock ;
A usd, merry voice in my ear langhlng cries :
“ Who la It holds yon, eir ? anawer me quick *'
Do I not know them, the bonny red lips,
Trim littlewaist in the calioogown,
Eyea with long lashes where tremulousslips
The love-Ugnt half bashfully,tenderly down?
Do I not know them 1 Ah 1 love, I was bund
Ere the dainty ringed hands came over my eyes ;
And roguish white arms ne'er closercan bind
Than the love which onoe kindledto life nevei
!

dice.

—Will Wallace Harney

}

in

AppMons'.

THE BROKEN OAR.
Once upon Iceland’ssolitary strand
A poet wandered with his bqpk and |>en,
Reeking some final word, some sweet Amen,
Wherewith to close the voluipe in his hand.
The billows rolledand plunged upon tne sand,
The circlingsea-gulls swept beyond his ken,
And from the parting cloud-rack now and then
Flashed the red sunset over sea and land.
Then by the billows at hts feet was tossed
A broken oar ; and carved therein he read,
" Oft was I weary, when I toiled at thee;”
And like a man who llndethwhat was lost.
He wrote the words, then lifted up his head,
And flung his uselesspen into the sea.
—Henry W. Longfellow, in Atlantic Monthly.

THE LILY.
perfect grow
the mead.
Mothougbt within its chilly depth to read
A maidenly severity,as though
A cool young life lay slumberingin the snow
Of its frail subaUnce. In that chalice white
Whose fairy texture shone against the light
An un wakened pulse beat faint and slow.
And I remembered, love, thy coy disdain,
When thou my love for thee hadst first divined ;
Thy proud, shy tenderness— too proud to feign
That willfulblindness which is jet :iot blind.
Then toward the sou thy lily-life I turned—
With sudden splendor flushed its chalice burned.
—H. U. JBegMSfi, tn Scribner.
I

saw

Amid

the lily pale and

its silent sisters in

ST.

VALENTINE.

The

sleet was blowing ; where was any sign
Of greening valley, call of mating bird?
Yet, close beside my ear, a voice I heard—
A whisper-*4 Sweet, choose now your valentine 1”
44 Nay, wait till skies are softer,airs more fine.”
But still, Impetuous, fell that whispered word,
44 Choose, choose your valentine 1”
What wAs It stirred,
Like breath of June, this yielding heart of mine ?
Sudden, the bleak earth blossomedinto bowers
Of bridal beauty— for its wreathing snows,
Wide banks of creamy jessamine and rose—
While, on the pane, bloomed out great passionflowers;
And I— so subtle-sweet Love’s whispers are I—
Bo sure for choice I did not wander far.
—CarolineA. Mason, in Scribner.

TOO WIDE

crooked-necked sqnaBhea vied with red
peppers and Blips of dried pumpkins in
garnishing each window-frame. There
were plants, too, on the window-ledges
horseshoe geraniums and dew-plants,
and a monthly rose just budding, to say
nothing of pota of violets that perfumed
the whole place whenever they took it
it into their purple heads to bloom.
The floor was carefully swept— the
chairs had not a speck of dust upon leg
or road* the long settee near the fireplace shone as if it had just been varnished, and the eight-day clock in the
corner Had had its white face newly
washed, and seemed determined to tick
the louder for it. Two arm-chairs were
drawn up at a oozy distance from the
hearth and each other; a candle, a newspaper, a pair of spectacles,a dish of
red-cheekedapples, and a pitcher of
cider, filled a little table between them.
In one of these chairs sat a comfortable-looking woman of about 45, with
checks as red as the apples, and eyes as
dark and bright as they had ever been,
resting her elbow on the table, and looking very thoughtfullyinto the fire. This
was Widow Cobb— “ relict” of Deacon
Levi Cobb, who had been moldering into
dust in the Bytown churchyard for more
than seven years. She was thinking of.
her dead husband, possiblybecause— all
her work being done, and the servants
gone to bed— the sight of bis empty
chair at the other side of the table, and
the silence of the room, made her a lit-

1

tle lonely.

Seven years,” so the widow’s reverie
ran. “ It seems as if it were more than
fifty— and yet I don’t look so very old
either. Perhaps it's not having any
children to bother my life out, as other
people have. They may say what they
like— children are more plague than
“

profit— that’s my opinion. Look at my
sister Jerusha, with her six boys. She’s

worn

to

a shadow, and I

have done

it,

own

it.

The widow took an apple from the dish
and began to peel it.
“ How dreadful fond Mr. Cobb used
to be of these grafts. He will never eat
any more of them, poor fellow, for I
don’t suppose they have apples where he
has gone to. Heigho ! I remember very
well how I used to throw apple-parings
over my head when I was a girl, to see
who I was going to marry.”
Mrs. Cobb stopped short and blushed.
For in those days she did not know Mr.
Cobb, and waa always looking eagerly
to see if the peel had formed a capital

Oh, mighty Earth, then art too wide, too wide
Too vast thy continents, too broad thy seas,
Too far thy prairiesreaching fair as these
Now reddeningin the sunset’s crimsontide I
Sundered by thee how have thy children cried
Each to some other, until every breeze
Has borne a burden of fond messages
That all unheard in thy lone wastes have died !
Draw closer, oh. dear Earth, thy hills that soar
Up to blue skies such countless leagues apart 1
Bid thou thine awful spaces smaller grow !
Compass thy billows with a narrowershore,
That yearning lips may meet, heart beat to heart,
And parted souls forget their lonely woe !
turn.
—Julia C. R. Dorr, in Sunday Afternoon.
!

am sure they

though she will never

“S.” Her

meditationstook

a new

“How handsome Sam Payson

and how much I used

WINTER.

to care

was,
about him!

I wonder what has become of him

The circlinghills with enow are white
The dark woods on their sides

?

Jerusha says he went away from our village just after I did, and no one has ever
heard of him since, And what a silly
thing that quarrel was ! If it had not
been for that — ”
Here came a long pause, during which

Stand leafless in the low gray light,
The brown cloud o’er them glides.

The low snn chills, the cold moon stares
* rom out the icy east ;
The young folk go, in muffled pairs,
To dancing and to feast ;
And risingfrom the snowy roof

the widow looked very steadfastly at
the empty arm-chair of Levi Cobb, deceased. Her fingers played carelessly

Into a passing fold,

Tne dim smoke weaves its clouded woof
Within the warp of cold.
The eaves snap and the whole house shakes
In woodlands, shadow-crossed,
The heavy timber, groaning, quakes
Beneath the tides of frost.

with the apple-paring; she drew

it

slow-

;

ly

toward

her,

and looked around the

room.

up the blaze that he might the
sooner dry his dripping clothes. A new
thought struck her ; Mr. Cobb had worn
a comfortable dressing-gown during his
illness, which still hang in the closet at
the right. She oould not let this poor
man catch his death by sitting in that
wet coat. If he was in Mr. Cobb’s
chair, why should he not be in Mr.
Cobb’s wrapper? She went nimbly to
the closet, took it down, fished out a
pair of slippers from a boot-rack below,
and brought them to him.
“ I think you had better take off your
ooat and boots; you will have the rheumatio lever, or something like it, if yon
don’t. Here are some things for you to
wear while they are drying. And you
must be hungry, too; I will go into the
pantry and get you something to eat.”
She bustled away “on hospitable
thoughts intent,” and the stranger made
stirring

the exchange. He was a tall, wellformed man, with a bold but handsome
face, sunburned and heavily bearded,
and looking anything but “delicate,”
though his blue eyes glanced out from
under a forehead ns white as snow. He
looked around the kitchen and stretched
out his feet before him, decorated with
the deacon’s slippers. Then he leaned
forward and stroked the cat and her
brood, and patted old Bowse upon the
head. The widow, bringing in sundry
good things, looked pleased at his attentions to hei dumb friends.
“ It’s a wonder Bowse does not growl;
he generallydoes if strangers touch him.
Dear me, how stupid I”
The last remark was neither addressed
to the stranger nor the dog, but to herself. She had forgotten that the little
stand was not empty, and there was no
room on it for the things she held.
“0, I’ll manage it,” said the guest,
gathering up paper, candle, apples and
spectacles—(it was not without a little
pang that she saw them in his hand, for
they had been the deacon’s, and were
placed each night, like the arm-chair,
beside her)— and deposited them on the

settee.

.

“Give me

In frosty barns with vapors dim
The cocks alternatecrow,
As lifts the sun a glowless rim
, To frozen hills of snow.
L. deaveland, in Atlantic Monthly.

peel nearer.

went quite round the world
“

Good

gracious !”

He drew his chair nearer hers, and
took her hand. One moment she resisted, but it was a magio touch ; the
puff of smoke rosy palm lay very quietly in his, and

things in

my wanderings. Now

let

me

relieve you of those dishes ; they are far

longtime?
“It was a very foolish quarrel that f
parted them,” said the stranger,softly.
“ Did he tell you about

“Yes, on board

it

?”

the whaler.”

“ Did he blame her

much?”

himself. He said
that his jealousy and ill-temper drove
her to break off the match; but he
thought sometimeadf he had only gone
back and spoken kindly to her, she
would have married him after all.”
“ Not so

much

as

“lam sure she would,” said the widow, piteously. “She has owned it to
me more than a thousand times.”
“ She was not happy, then, with another?”
“ Mr.
, that is to say, her hus“ I wonder how women manage when band, was very good and kind,” said the
they get served in the same way,” said little woman, thinkingof the lonely grave
the stranger, musingly. “ You never on the hillside rather penitently,“and
meet them roaming up and down in that they lived very pleasantly together.
There never was a harsh word between
style.”
“No,” said Mrs. Cobb, with some them.”
“ Still — might she not have been hapspirit; “if a woman is in trouble,she
must stay at home and bear it in the pier with Sam ? Be honest, and say ust
best way she can. And there’s more what you think.”

-

j

women bearing such things than we

“Yes.”

“Bravo! That is what I wanted to
“Like enough. WTe never know come at. And now I have a secret to

know

of, I

daresay."

you, and you must break it to her.”
Mrs. Cobb looked rather scared.

whose bauds get pinched in a trap unless they scream. And women are too
shy, or too sensible, whichever you

tell

choose, or that.”
“ Did you ever, in all jour wanderings, meet any one bv the name of
Samuel Payson ?” asked the widow, unconcernedly.
The stranger looked toward her— she
v as rummaging her drawer for the knitting-work,and did not notice him. When
it was found and the needles in motion,
he answered her:

want you to go and see her, wherever she may be, and say to her ‘ Maria
—what makes you stare so ?”
“ Nothing— only you speak so like
some one I used to know.”
“Do I?— well, take the rest of the
message. Tell her that Sam loved her
through the whole; that when he heard
she was free, he began to work hard at
making a fortune; he has got it, and is
coming to share it with her, if she will
let him. Will you tell her this ?”
The widow did not answer. She had
freed her hand from his, and covered
her face with it. By-and-byshe looked
np again. He was waiting patiently.

What! He
! Do you

“A little — that is, I used to when I
was a girl. W’here did yon meet him ?”

heavy for those little hands ;” (the
“He went with
widow blushed ;) “ now please sit down voyage I told you

—

whal-

“ And what is that ?”
“ Men, without house or home above
their heads, roving here and there, and
turning up in all sorts of odd places,
caring very little for life as a general
thing, and making lortunes just to
fling them away again— and all for
one reason. You don’t ask me what
that is ! No doubt you know already
very well.”
“I think not, sir.”
“ Because a woman has jilted them 1”
Here was a long pause, and Mr. Cobb’s
pipe emitted short puffs with surprising
rapidity. A guilty conscience needs no
accuser,and the widow’s cheek was dyed
with blushes as she thought of the absent Sam.

too

with me, or I cannot eat a morsel.”
“Iliad supper long ago, but really I
think I can take something more,” said
Mrs. Cobb, gently drawing her chair
nearer to the little table.
“Of course you can, my dear lady
in this cold autumn weather, people
ought to eat twice as much aa they do
in warm. Let me give you a piece of
this ham— your own curing, I dare say?”
“Yes; my poor husband was very
fond of it. He used to say that no one
understood curing ham and drying beef
better than L”
“ He was a most sensible man, I am

in a

stranger sent a
the dark beard bent so low that it nearly
curling gracefullyover his head.
“It’s very strange, my dear lady, how touched her shoulder. It did not matter
often you see one thing as you go much. Was he not Samuel Payson’s
wandering about the world after that dear friend? If he was not the rose,
had he not dwelt very near it for a Ion*,
fashion ?”

The

the table-cloth, ma’am ; I
“Puyson? Sam Payson?
can spread it as well as any woman. I’ve was my most intimate friend
learned that along with scores of other know him ?”

mo on the whaling
of,

and afterward to

“What

is it?”

“ I

’

“Well?”

“I will tell her.”
California. We had a tent together,
He rose from his seat, and walked up
and some other fellows with us, and we
dug in the same claim for more than six and down the room. Then he came
back, and, leaning on the mantel-piece,
months.”
stroked the yellow hide of Bowse with
“ I suppose he was quite well?”

his slipper,*
my dear lady.”
“ Make her quite understandthat he
and happy?” said the widow,
wants her for his wife. She may live
bending close over her knitting.
“ Hum— the less said about that the where she likes and how she likes, only
better— perhaps. But he seemed to en- it must be with trim.”
“I will tell her.” joy life after a fashion of his own. And
“ Say he has grown old, but not cold
he got rich out there, or rather, I will
that he loves her now, perhaps, better
say, very well off.”
“ Mrs. Cobb did not pay much atten- than he did twenty years ago ; that he
tion to that part of the story. Evident- has been faithfulto her all his life, and
sure. I drink your health, madam, in ly she had not finished asking questions. that he will be faithful till he dies—”
this cider.”
The Californian broke off suddenly.
But she was puzzled about her next one.
He took a long draught, aud set down At last she brought it out beautifully
The widow answered still
his glass.
“I will tell her.”
“Was his wife with him in Califor“ It is like nectar.”
“And what do you think she will say ?”
nia?”
The widow was feeding Bowse and the
The stranger looked at her with a he asked, in an altered tone.
cat (who thought they were entitled to a twinkling eye.
“ What can she say butr— come ?”
share of every meal eaten in the house),
“Hurrah !”
“ His wife, ma’am ? Why, bless you,
and did not quite hear what he said. I he hasn’t got one !”
The stranger caught her out of her
“ Strong as an ox,

“And—

;

:

Upon my word, it is very ridiculous,
don’t know what the neighbors
would say if they saw me.”
fancy she would hardly have known
Still the plump fingers drew the red what “ nectar” was— so it was quite as
“

and I

The moon to western forest deeps
Sinks down, and black airs fail
Upon the land, until there creeps
A glimmeringoold throughall ;

I

ing snip.”

mean heard”— here chair as if she had been
Irjaaprl \\PT
little widow remembered the fate of

“0,
the

:

I

thought—

I

a child,

and

well

“Don’tlo, don’t!” she cried out
Ananias and Sapphire, and stopped before
“Fine dog, ma’am— and a very pretty she told a tremendous fib.
“I nm Sam’s Maria.”
comfort, and the cat and old Bowse will cat”
“ Well— I am Maria’s Sam !”
“ Whatever you heard of bis marry—C
never know what it means. Of course I
“ They were my husband’s favorites,” ing was all nonsense, I can assure you.
Off went the dark wig and the black
don’t believe anything about it.”
MY DREAMLAND.
and a sigh followed the answer.
I know him well, and he had no thought whiskers— there smiled the dear face
The way to Dreamland— do I know ?
The paring hung very gracelullyfrom
“ Ah— yonr husband must have been of the kind about him. Some of the she had never forgotten. Heave you
Years ago
her hand.
a very happy man.”
Every path for thy roaming feet
boys used to tease him about it— but he to imagine the tableau. Even the cat
“But still I should like to try it; it
Led the way to Dreamland,sweet !
The bine eyes looked at her so long very soon made them stop.”
got up to look, and Bowse sat on his
would seem like old times, and—”
that she grew flurried.
stump of a tail and wondered whether
“How?”
Have I forgotten ? Maybe, dear
Over her head it went and curled up
“ Is there anything more I can get for
Far or near
“ He just told them fronklv that the he was .on his heels or his beau. The
very quietly on the floor at a little dis- you, sir ?” she asked at last.
Matters little,and less I care.
only
woman he had ever loved had jilted little widow gave one scream, and then
So I do not lose you there.
tance. Old Bowse, who always slept
“ Nothing more, thank you kindly ; I him years before, and married another said—
with one eye open, saw it fall, and have finished.”
Do I abjure it ? Sweet one, nay
man. After that ne one ever mentioned But stop ! Quiet people like you and
Look this way
marched deliberately up to smell of it.
Shp rose to clear the things away. He the subject to him again except me.”
me, dear reader, who have got over all
Dreamland now for thy Joyance lies
“ Bowse— Bowse— don’t touch it,” assisted her, and somehow their hands
In the blue haze of your eyes !•
Mrs. Cobb laid her knitting aside and these follies, and can do nothing bat
cried his mistress, and, bending over it had a queer knack of touching as they
—Apple tom' Journal.
turn up our noses at them, have no busilooked thoughtfullyinto the fire.
with a beating heart, she turned as red carried the dishes to the pantry-shelves.
“ He was another specimen of the ness here. I will only add that two
, CHANSON D’AMOUR.
as fire. There was as handsome a cap- Coming back to the kitchen,she put the
class of men I was speaking of. I have hearts were very happy; that Bowse conFree as the dew to roee’s lips,
ital “ 8 ” as anyone could wish to see.
apples and cider in their old places, and seen him face death a score of times as cluded after a while that all was right,
Free aa the wind to ocean ships,
A great knock came suddenly at the brought out a clean pipe and a box of toFree as the fount to pilgrim’s thirst,
quietly as I face the fire. ‘ It matters and so lay down to sleep again— and
And Eden's fruit to Eve at first.
door. Bowse growled, and the widow bacco from an arched recess near the
very little what takes me off,’ he used to that not a great while afterward there
Free as the do vers to the beoscreamed and snatched up the apple- chimney.
Has all thy sweetness been to me I
say; ‘ I’ve nothing to live for, and there's was a wedding at the house that made
paring.
“ My husband always said he could no one to shed a tear for me when I am the neighboring farmers stare. Widow
Naught is more pure than morning dew,
“ It’s Mr. Cobb— it’s his spirit come not sleep after eating supper late, unless
gone.’ It’s a sad thought for a man to Cobb had married her first love
Or breath of winds on the billows blue,
back
because I tried that silly trick,” she he smoked,” she said. “ Perhaps you
Or lymph that gushes from the rock,
have, isn’t it?”
Or Eden's bloom before sin’s shock,
thought fearfully to herself.
would like to try it, eir?”
Huxley as a Handicraftsman.
Mrs. Cobb sighed as she said she
Or honeyedstore of laden bee—
Another knock, louder than the first,
“ Not if it is to drive you away,” he thought it was.
And pure as these thy love to me
“ Technical education,” in the sense
and a man’s voice exclaimed :
answered, for she had her candle in her
“But did he ever tell you the name in which the term is ordinarily used,
_1! the free dew should flout the rose,
“HiUo, the house I”
hand.
of the lady who jilted him ?”
and in which I am now employing it,
If ships lie stillthough free wind blows,
“ Who is it ?” asked the widow, some“ 0, no — I do not object to smoke at
If founts to thirstylips were stayed,
“ I know her first name.”
means that sort of education which is
what relieved to find that the departed all.” She put the candle down— some
If hope should fall the sin-betrayed,
“ What waa it?”'
specially adapted to the needs of men
And the bee suck the flower in vain—
Levi was still safe in his grave upon the faint suggestion about “ propriety”
“Maria.”
Each missing Joy were mighty pain.
whose business in life it is to pursue
hillside.
troubled her, but she glanced at the
The
plump
little widow almost started some kind of handicraft ; it is, in fact, a
And like the rose with dewleas leaves,
clock and felt assured. It was only half- out of her chair, the name was spoken fine Greco-Latin equivalent for what in
“A stranger,”said the voice.
Or ship the strong wind only heaves,
11 What do you want ?”
post nine.
-Or thirsty lips at fountain’sbrim,
so exactly as Sam would have said it.
good vernacular English would be called
Or Eden’s bloom to eyes grown dim,
The stranger pushed the stand back
“To get lodging for the night”
“ Did you know her?” he said, looking “the teaching of handicrafta.” And,
Or like the beo the clovers cheat,
after the pipe was lit, and drew her keenly at her.
The widow deliberated.
probably, at this stage of our progress,
Am I-Uune eyes grown oold to meet
“Can’t you go on— there’s a house easy-chair a little nearer the fire— and
“Yes.”
it’may occur to many of you to think of
The rose loves not the dew-dryair,
half a mile further, if you keep to the his own.
“Intimately?”
the story of the cobbler and his last, and
The ship th' unspeedinggale oould spare,
right hand side of the road and turn to
The pilgrim hate the empty spring.
“Yes.”
“Come, sit down,” he said, pleadingto say to yourselves,though yon Will be
And Eden barred despair would bring,
the left after you get by—”
ly. “ It’s not too late ; and when a man
“And where is she now? Still happy too polite to pnt the question openly to
The bee when honey fails would die—
“It’s raining cats and dogs, and I’m has been knocking about in California, with her husband, I suppose, and never me : “What does the speaker know
And in thy cold glance perish
— IF. C. Richards, in Apptetons’.
very delicate,” said the stranger, cough- and all sorts of places, for a berth like giving a thought to the poor fellow she practically about this matter ? What is
ing. “ I’m wet to the skin— don’t you this ; and to have a good-natured,pretty drove out into the world ?”
his handicraft ? I think the question is
WISHES.
think you can accommodate me— I don’t woman to speak to once again—”
“No,” said Mrs. -Cobb, shading her a very proper one, and, unless I were
I wish that grasses would learn to sprout,
mind sleeping on the floor.”
That the lilac and rose-bush would both leaf out ;
“ California ? Have you been in Cali- face with her hand, and speaking un- prepared to answer it, I hope satisfactoThat the crocus would put on her gay green frill,
“ Raining, is it? I didn’t know that
fornia?” she exclaimed, dropping into steadily. “ No ; her husband is dead. ” rily, I should have chosen some other
itLnd robins begin to whistleand trill1
and the kind-hearted little woman un- the chair at onoe.
“Ah! Bat still she never thinka of theme.
"G wish that the wind-flower would grope its way
barred the door very quickly. “Come
Unconsciously,she had loig cher- Sam.”
The fact is, I am, and have been any
Out of the darkness into the day :
in, whoever you may be. I only asked ished the idea that Sam Payson— the
There was a dead silence,. _
time these thirty years, a man who works
That the rain would fall and the sun would shine,
you to go on because I am a lone wom- lover of her youth— with whom she had
And the rainbowhang In the sky for a aign.
“Does she?”
with hu hands— a handicraftsman.I
an with only one servant in the house.” so foolishly quarreled, had pitched his
“How can I tell?”
do not say this in the broadly metaphorI wish that the silent brooks would shoot,
ii
The stranger entered, shaking him- tent, after many wanderings, in that fare
And the apple-blossoms begin to ptfnt;
Are yon still friends?”
ical sense in which fine gentlemen, with
it
.And if I wish long enough,no doubt,
self like a Newfoundland dog upon the off land. Her heart warmed to one
Yes.”
all the delicacy of Agag about them,
'The fairy Boring will bring H about
step, and scattering a little shower of who, with something of Sam’s looks and
“Then you ought to know. Tell trip to the hustings about election time,
— Mary X. Prescott, in St. S’kholas.
drops over his hostess and her nicely- ways about him, had been sojourning in me.”
and protest that they, too, are working- *
swept floor.
that country— and who veiy possibly
“I am sure I don’t know why I men. I really mean my words to be
WIDOW. COBB.
“ Oh, that looks comfortable after a had met him— perhaps had known him should. But, if I do, you must promise taken in their direot,literal and straightThe fire crackled cheerfully on the man has been out for hours in a storm,” intimatelyI At that thought her heart me, on your honor, never to tell him if forward sense. In fact, if the most nimbroad hearth of the old farm-house he said, as he caught sight of the fire, beat quick, and she looked very gra- you ever meet with him again.”
ble-fingered watchmaker among yon will
kitchen, a eat and three kittens basked and, striding along toward the hearth, ciously at the bearded stranger, who,
“Madam, what you say to mo never come to my workshop, he may set me to
in the warmth, and a decrepit yellow followed by Bowse, who sniffed tuspi- wrapped in Mr. Cobb’s dressing-gown, shall be repeated to any mortal man, pnt a watch together, and I will set him
dog, lying full in the reflection of the ciously at his heels, he stationed him- wearing Mr. Cobb’s slippers, and, sit- upon my honor.”
to dissect, say, a black-beetle’snerves.
blaze, wrinkled his black nose approv- self in the arm-chair— Mr. Cobb’s arm- ting in Mr. Cobb’s chair beside Mr.
“Well, then, she does remember him. ” I do not wish to vaunt, but I am inclined
ingly as he turned his hind feet where chair, which had been kept sacred to hi 8 Cobb’s wife, smoked Mr. Cobb’s pipe,
“But how?”
to think that I shall manage my job to
memory for seven years. The willow with such an air of feeling most thorhis fore feet had been.
“ As kindly, I think, as he could wish." his satisfaction sooner than he will do
Over the chimney hung eoveral fine was horrified, but her guest looked so oughly and comfortably at home 1
“ I am glad to hear it, for his sake. his piece of work to mine.— Pro/.
“ Yes. ma’am ; I’ve been in California You and I are the friends of both par- Huxley, in Popular Science Monthly
ham? and pieces of dried beef. Applea weary and worn out that she could not
were festooned along the ceiling, and ask him to move, but busied herself in for the last six years. And before that ties ; we can rejoice with each other.” for March.
“ But then they can’t see me, that’s a
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Hell So Longer a Fewer. ’ J

The

now growing
obsolete.Originating, in ages of savagery
and low barbarism, and developed in
periods of fierce intolerance, sanguinary
persecutions,cruel civil codes and vindictive punishments, it harmonized with
Yet the doctrine of hell

is

the severitiesand violence of society, and
undoubtedly had use as a means of the

AHK

CrlHls.

READ

the feooTered

What

think you would be the result if the
dyspeptics, bilious sufferfl»rth should stop spinning around the sun?
era, victims of fever and
Wore you ever near a large and intricate maague, the mercurial-dischine when one of its wheels became dogged
eased patient, how they
or broken— near enough to hear the gra
jarring clash, the sudden, deafening or
recovered health, cheer- OR, Astronomersassure us that precisely similar
ful spiritsand good appeeffects,only on an inconceivablygrander scale,
tite ; they will tell you by
would bo produced if our earth— one of the
taking Simmons' Liteb
wheels in the universe-machine— should sudRkoulatob,
denly cease iU revolutions. In other words,
in (As
there would be a general claah and crash of Tht CktaftH, Purt*! and Bert
HorM/
satellites,
planets and systems. What we term
For DYSPEPSIA, CONSTIPATION, Jaundice, Bllfinancial crises are due to similar causes. One ku. AtUcks SIUK HKADACHB,Colic, Depressionof
of the wheels in the finance-machinel>ecoraeB Spirits,SOUR STOMACH, Heartburn, Ac., Ic.
clogged,perhaps shattered. The terrible Wall
This nnrivaled SouthernRemedy is warranted not to
street 'crash” which followsis communicatod contain a ainsle particle of Mkbcuby, or any injurious
mineral substance,but is
to every part of the financial mechanismof the
country. But analogies do not stop here. 'Hiere
is that other mechanism, the moet intricate of
containingthose Southern Roots and Herbs whlrh an all.
all— sometimescalled au organism because it wise Providence has placed in countries where Liver Diageneratesits own forces — the human machine. eue^uost prevail, /f trill cure all Pitrarrt enuted bu
Dcfllnffeuientof the Liver and Dowels.
When one of its members fails to perform its
The SYMPTOMS of Liver Complaint are a bitterer
oifloe the whole system is thrown into disorder.
bad taste In the mouth ; Pain in the Rack. Sides or Joints
My Anntinl Cntnlogue of Veffctnhlo nod
often
mlataken lor Rheumatism» Sour Moma<k; Losso.
Flower Heed for I NTS, rich In eng^vings! will tS
Members before considered unassailable break
Appetite;Bowels eltematolycostive and lax : Headache;
sent * UKh to all who apply. Customer* of Inst seaentt
down under the unnaturalpressure. The shock Lossof Memory, with a painfulsensation of having failed need not write for it. I oiler one of the lai gvat colleccomes, and utter prostration is the result to do something which ought to have been done ; J>$biHtu
tions of vegetableseed ever sent out by any seed house
Reparation can onlv be effected by the restora- Lnte Spiriti.a.thick vollow appearance of the Skin and in America, a large portion of which were grown on tuy
hyes, a dry Cough, often mistaken for Consumption.
Bix seed farms. 1‘nnltd dirttiiam* fur rulltrollon on
tion of the impaired parts and the readjustment
Sometimesmany of these symptoms attend the dis- *orA ptickaije. All seed warrant*! to be both frnk and
of its levers— the physical forces. There is one
tnu to nume ; so far, that should It prove otlierwise / wYfl
ease, at othersvery few ; but the IffVKB, the largest orpart of the machine more liable to disorder can in the body, is generallythe seat of tho disease, and,
than any other— the liver— the groat balanceney’a Melon, MarbleheadCabbages, Mo vie. an (one, 1
r“‘*u<,en"g'
wheel of the machine.
offer severalnew vegetablesthis season, and Invite the
I can recommend,os an efficacious remedy for disease patronageof all who are anxiuu* to Aaee their ««*! d. redly
The liver being the great depurator or blood- of tho Liver, Heartburn and Dyspepsia, Simmons’ Liver from
the yrotctr.freth, true,end q/ the eery beet itrain.
cleandngorgan of the system, set it at work Regulator.—Lewis O. Wcsdeh, 1,625 Master Stbeet,
N. J
and the foul corruptions which gender in the AssistantPostmastkh, Philadelphia.
Msrblehpad. Mast.
blood, and rot out, as it were, tho machinery of
“We hnvo.toatedIts Virtues,personally. and knowthat
life, are graduallyexpelled from the svstem.
for Dyspepsia,Biliounesa and ThrobblngHeadachait
For this purpose Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical is the best medioinethe world ever sawTWe have tried
forty other remedtea before Simmons’ Liver Regulator, ty, onbr plain seama to finish,6 tor $7.
Discovery, used daily, and Dr. Pierce’s Pleas
but none of them gave us more than temporary relief ;
* Ourtom Shirts to measure, best quality. « for
but the Regulator not only relieved , but cured us.’’—Kd.
ant PurgativePellet*,taken in very small doses,
Telegraph
and
Messenger.
Atucon,
Go.
are pre-eminently the articles needed. They
UnderahlHs and Drawers, beet quality, SLfiO each,
MANUFACTUREDONLY DT
cure every kind of humor, from the worst
w bite Flannel Undervesta,beetnualitt'. gl.fioenoh.
J.
H.
ZEILIN
&
CO.,
Canton
Flannel Vesta A Drawer*, cx. heavy, 76c. each.
scrofula to the commou pimple, blotch or eni|>I willed Bilk Umbrellas, paragon frames, dieaoh.
PHILADELPHIA.
tion. Groat eating ulcers kindly heal under
Best Gingham, patent protectedribs, |I each.
Price, $1,00. Sold by ill^Druflfllgta.
their mighty curative influence. Virnlcut blood
Circular*and flamnle# mailed free on application.
Shirts only delivered free. KEEP MANUFACTURING
poisonsthat lurk in the system are by them
COMPANY. IWiand 1(17 Mercer Street, New York.
robbed of
persever-
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at Last

The Hunter’s Bride

harsh discipline of men when they were
moved only by the lowest motives. But,
V with the advance of knowledge and the
cultivation of the humaner sentiments,
the doctrine has become anomalous and
out of harmony with the advance of human nature. Hence, though still a car
VECETACLE,
dinul tenet of orthodoxy, it is now gen
erally maintained in a vague and loose
way, and with reservationsand protests
that virtually destroy it. Only revival
preachers of the Moody type still affirm
the literal “lake of fire and brimstone,”
and it is certain that the doctrine in any
shape recurs much less prominently in
current preaching than it did a generation or two ago. So oer- minded clergymen have got in the way of neglecting it,
except now and then when rehearsing
the creed, or, as at present, under the
spur of controversy,or when rallied
about the decay of the old theology. The
hell of Jonathan Edwards is gone. That
sturdy theologian wrote: “The world
will probably bo converted into a great
lake, or liquid globe of fire — a vast ocean
of fire in which the wicked shall be overwhelmed, which will always be in tempest, in which they shall be tossed to
and fro, having no rest day orniglit, vast
waves or billows of fire continually rolltheir terrors, and bv their
ing over their heads, of which they shall ing and somewhat protracted use the most
forever be full of a quick sense within tainted systems may be completelyrenovated
’Im wmt
and without; their heads, their eyes, and built up anew Enlargedglands, tumors
and
swellings
dwindle
away
and
disappear
untheir tongues, their feet, their loins and
der the influence of these great resolvents
their vitals shall forever be full of a
flMT GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.
Breathing Miasma Without Injury.
glowing, melting fire,, fierce enough to
There is no exaggeration in the statement
melt the very rocks and elemeuts; and
also they shall eternally be full of the that thousands of persons residingfrom one
year’s end to another in fever and ague regions
most quick and lively sense to feel the on this continent and elsewhere breathe air IIIAU. catalogue* St Lecture*.3 Book*. Hoc
CircularsFrr*. Outpitb Wanted.
torments; not for one minute, nor for more or less impregnated with miasma without ’iiQIO MUSICAL OABQIKT. J TBEO. J. BARBA CB.
Irryone a Mnaoin.
SOtlFUbertliL.Philad’a.Pa.
one day, nor for one age, nor for two incurring the disease, simply and only because
ages, nor for «. hundred ages, nor for ten they are in the habit of using Hostetter’s Stomthousands of millions of ages, one after ach Bitters as a preventive. It has frequently
happened, and tho fact has been amply attested
another, but for ever and ever without by the parties themselves, that persons surany end at all, and never, never be de- rounded on all sides by neighbors Buffering the
livered.”— Prof. Youmcma, in Popular tortures of this shivering and burning plague,
an extra fre 1° made (Razor
have enjoyed absolute immunity from it, thanks steel) PEARL HANDLE KNIFE, worth SS,
Science Monthly for March.
to the protectionaffordedby the Bitters. Nor me of which, tho IMPORTER, C. M LININGTON.
is that standard anti-febrile cordial less effica- ^ .r^sonstiwL Chicago, agrees to send to each of
nPon J’our "ending
Evenings at the White House.
cious in remedyingthan in preventing chills him ttla notice and >1,00 to pay poetage
and packing.
The President and family receive and fever, bilious remittents, and disordersof
The
Beat
Trues
wttboai
Metal Springs ever invented.
formally in the evening, sometimes in a kindred type. Taken between the paroxysms,

Eanfty

PURELY

PUNS
MAGIC1

library. These visits, however, are only
made by intimate personal friends, or by
those warranted through their acquaintance to call in a social manner. The
evenings in the library are very charming. Brilliant and cultivated men- and
women gather in little knots in different
parts of the spacious and cheerful apartment, and wit sparkles and anecdote enivens conversation. The Presidentfrequently disappears; he has a private
library, where ne retires when any gentleman present wishes to speak with him
matters of policy or politics; but he
soon returns, to all appearances as unruffled as if the great sea of public opinion had settled into a perfect calm. Mrs.
Hayes entertains her visitors in an easy,
courteous, cordial manner, moving
among them with stately grace, and scattering pleasant words. 'Great gentleness
and sweetness pervade the whole domes-

convincingly established by evidence,appeal
with i>ecuTiarforce to travelers and sojourners
in malarious districts
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Jen In each Ktate for tbs DetectiveService,sod to report
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WORK FOR ALL
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DAY M

ILL made fChrvoo
Crayons,PictuiejuidCbtv
mo Garda. I d.i sample*.
A gents selling our
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A standard,useful and favorite Book.

School Song Book. a *v*3S£l *

A

U L. 2Yt O DT
CONSUMPTION

High School Choir.
p*r

A CERTAIN AND RADICAL CURE

TON

!

Fine Book for Girls’ High and Normal Schools.

Choice Trios,

W.

8.

Tilden. taperdoaen.

Three-partBongs for Female Colleges,Seminaries,Ac.

Grammar School Choir.
Excellentcollection for High or Grammar Schools.

American School Music Readers.
In 8 Books, each 85 centa, 60 cents and 60
fully prepared for Graded Schools.

cents. Care-

Tho following are favorite generalcollections of genial
oongi for Common Schools
:

sas
Oder of sicestoif.igand flavoring.The but tobacco

,A"Jur Wu* "trip trade-markis cloulr
HONG ECHO ....................H. 8. Perkins. .76 ?r?.r
imitated on Inferiorgoods, see that Jatkeen'* Be*
MOCKING BIRD .............W. O. Perkins. .50 ou everyulug. Bold by all dealers.Bend forsample,
MUSIC TEACHER ...............C. Everest. .60 free, to 0. il JicaaoHA Co., Mfra., Petersburg, VJ
OUR FAVORITE.....^.........H. P. Dankb. .60
AGENTS WANTED FOft THE
fllUMIC CHART*. By Dr. Lowri.l Mason.
to

1

UXCTOFUAI*

1

HISTORyoFTHEU.S.

OLIVER D1TS0N A CO., Boston.
C.H.DItson ACo., J. E. Dllaon ACo.,
843 Broadway.

QXZ

N.

Ohsatnut HU, PhlU.

FOR DROPSY.

NATIONAL PUBLUHOVO OO.,
11

Ohleage, DL

The Best Poliah in the

Wor^^

d,.
It U a pleasure to give my testimonyfor your valuable
medicine. I was sick for a long time with Dropsy,under
the doctor'seyre. He said ft waa Water betweenthe
Heart and Liver. I receivedno benefituntil I commenced taking the VRGRTINR— 'in fact. I whs growing
worse. I have tried many renmiUes; they
not help
V ROUTINE is the medicine for Droi>sy. 1 began
ta feel betterafter taking a few bottles.
------ .I h
.jave taken
thirty bottle* in s<l. • I am perfectly
well-nev,
l.r well-never felt bet
ter. No one run f«el more thankfulthan I do.
I am, dear sir, gratefully your*.
A. f). WHRKLBR.
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who were wounded, or eoo
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child of 9 years, the pet and favorite of

LAJAEVO

Place.

writing
to
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plainly risible to all, saving much trouble, easily set up
nna used, and furnishinga complete course of practice.
Sent by Express. In two rollsor sets. Bach |6 00.

EVERT TOWN on these books at ONCE, we will give
Graves’HEART REGULATOR as a relief and
UNUSUAL COMMISSIONS
cure of Heart Disease, for the simple reason SPECIAL
to Agents who apply within TWENTY DAT*. Wt mean
that they have seen its favorable workings in
btuintu I Rend for Circular*,Terras, etc., etc., to the
all the nntny forms of diseasethe Heart is Uable
AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago.ID.
to, and it can trulv be recommended as a scientificremedy for that dreaded of all diseases,
whose subtle workings are not usuallyseen until tho patient is beyond ordinary help. Among
the many forms of Heart Disease are Palpitation, Enlargement, Spasms of the Heart, Stop
»u St SIS nadlMra St.
page of the Action of the Heart, Trembling all
over and about the Heart, Ossification or Bony
A SEIXAS,
^V/ _BUEL*
Manor ’rs and Wholsaalo Dealers,
Formation of the Heart, Rheumatism,General
Dontfall
to examine Goods and Prices
Debility and Sinking of the Spirits. We can
.when In Chicago, Stock New and Bought for
pronounce Dr. Graves’ HEART REGULATOR
Cash. Great inducements to Ca»h Buyers.
a certain remedy, and advise you to use it.
H.K.BUKL,lata with M.Selz k Co., Chicago.
Send your name to F. E. Ingalls, Concord, N.
H., for a pamphlet containingliet of testimonials of cures, etc.
For sale by druggist*at 50 cent* and fl per

YN/

B.

Game. Furs, etc. lUX Park

permanent

/^'P.OJiarti,containing ISO BlackimardLessons,

1,01 •u,t- trice,

MISSION

Physicians have long prescribed Dr.

Poultry.

TY

ffl. Rent by mall
Poet-psM,on receipt of price. N. B.-Thla Truss Win
CURS more Rupture* than any of thoat for whloh ex>
travagantclaims are made. Circularsfree.

ft EXTRA LARGE

family. Little

Fannie, the only daughter,

It.

No humbug claim of a eertah!
radical cure, but a guarantee
of a comfortable,secure and

.

jo»«

.

A,NT,?™S

Some people don’t know that they are being
swindled every time they buy an inferior, short- _ POMEROY TRUSS CO.. 746 Brvadway, New York,
weight baking powder. * It would be far better
to buy and use the old reliable Dooley’s Yeast
Powdeb. Eveiy package of the Dooley Powder is warrantedabsolutely pure and strictly
full weight Bold by grocers.
P.-ld to Agents on two very elegant and valuablebooks
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speedily mitigatestheir violence, and eventually prevents their recurrence. These facts,
it

GREGORY,

ii-=^Jg-aaaB5SWB
JAY BRON

Addrsre
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the red-room and sometimes in the

JAMES

WANTED >3« tall
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STOVE POIISH

VRGKTINK. When

the blood becomeslifelessand
stagnant, either from change of westhororofclimate
want of exercise, imtgulsr diet, or from any other cause
tho VRGKTINR will renew the blood, csrry off the
putrid humors, cleansethe stomach,regulatethe bowels,
and imparl a tone of vigor U, the whole body.

ET

wnBoit

oncrorai) or

who know her, is never visible at
dinner or to evening visitors. “I am
obliged to compromise with my little
bottle.
lady,” remarked Mrs. Hayes, with a
The Chicago Ledger— the best Story
smile, “ as I found her growing old too
fast for her years; we serve her dinner Paper in the West. Send five cents and get
For Kidney Complaint and Nervous
on RUttnrlncfYon «
two copies.
in her room, which she esteems a high
or any ol the various
Debility.
pulmonary
troubles
that so often
THE
MofHEBs! Mothers!! Mothers!!! Don’t
compliment.” The private dining-room
Mr. STEVEN.: latEBORo, Me., Dm. *, 1877.
of the President’s family is the only one fail to procure Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
for all diseases incident to the period of teethPear Sir-l had had a Cough tor eighteenyears, when
of their private apartments which is on
I commenced taking the VRGKTINK. I was very low.
ing in children. It relieves tho child from pain,
my
syst,nm was debilitated by disease. I had the Kidney
the great main floor of the White House. cures wind oolie, regulatesthe bowels, and, by
Complaint, and was vary nervous— Cough bad, and
The meals are breakfast, lunch and din- giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to
Lungs sore. When I had taken one bottle! found It waa
ner, instead of breakfast, dinner and tea, the mother. It ii an old and well-tried remedy. FOB ALL OF THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES, OR WE WILL
BELL THEM FOR YOU ON EIYX. PER
as in the time of Madison. No unusual
CHEW
CENT. COMMISSIONt
forms and ceremonies are observed in
Mm. A. J. PENDLETON.
The Celebrated
the service further than those at any
'* Matchless
BUTTER, C’HEKHK, EGGS, POULTRY, VRGKTINK is nourishingand strengthening; purifies
the blood; regulates the bowels; quiets the nervous
Wood Tag Ping
LARD, TALLOW. FEATHERS, POTA.
gentlewoman’s table. The hospitalities
•yitem ; acta directly upon the secretions, and arouses
Tobacco.
TOES. APPLES. GRAIN, FLOUR.
of either lunch or dinner are frankly
the whole system to action.
FEED, FUR, HIDES, WOOL,
The Pioneeb Tobacco Company.
tendered to any familiar guest who may
PEANITTS, BROOM CORN,
New York, Boston and Chicago.
chance to be calling at the specified
DRILO FRUIT, HAY,
Cough, Cold, or Sore Throat,
Crumbs of Comfort. —Earache, toothhour, and not infrequentlyaccepted.—
HOPS, Ac., Ac.
Martha J. Lamb, in Harper's Maga- ache, headache, neuralgiaand deafness can be
Liberalcash ad Shoes made on Urge consignment* of
Sequin* immediate attention, aa neglect
imtantly relieved and finally cured by John- ataplo articles, h sraiers, shippersand dealers in General
zine for March.
oftentimea rrsulta In gonie Inc arable
son’s Anodyne Limment. Get a bottle and Merchandlae should write for reference, price current,
all

____
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read directions.

A Man Falls 1,400 Feet.
Fobty million bushels of choice wheat were
harvestedin Minnesota in 1877. She is now the
most prosperous Western State. The St. Paul
the Owen mine, feu from the top to the Dispatch is valuableto all contemplating emibottom of the shaft, a distance of 1,400 gration, making State news a specialty. Weekly
edition, 41.60 a year. 75 ots. for 6 mos. Samfeet. No one saw King fall into the ples free. Address Dispatch Co., 8t. Paul, Minn.
shaft, although seven men came up in

On Monday morning last a young
man named Philip King, employed in

brakesman
and bucket-lander were present with
lanterns. As tlie men descended the
shaft thev found a cap at the 200-foot
level, and discovered blood upon the
timbers at different points. Search was
immediately instituted, and in the
“ sump,” 1,400 feet below the* surface,

The

the bucket with him, and the

crushed, mangled, and mutilated, out of
all semblance of humanity, were found
the remains of Philip King.— (7a fewer a«
C(al.) Chronicle.

Degenerate Babbits.
In the year 3419 a few rabbits were
bom on a Spanish ship and put on the
island of Porto Santo. There were no
beasts of prey there, and these little
animals increased so enormoualy as
to become a pest io the country,
and compelled a colony to remove
from it. They are still there, bnt in
the* course of 450 years they have
become a “spedesr they have a pein size, liv^ & nocturnal life,
cAireiut) wildness.
wuuuuBn. rvuu
uuw they
tney
extreme
And now

form

re-

titer ElV^an

lorm from Which they aroee. London
Quarterly Review.
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DOCTOR'S REPORT.

MBBITT’S TOILET SOAP.
UarivalUdfar tk

*7

TsiUt and

No

the Bali).

artllcUlas/
odon to

of Colic, Cuts. Bruises,

Druggists.

A

Be*

T. BeUiM't

*|>ot-iOP*k

AGENTS, READ THIS!

/

UnkmGwn,

Its

action. aUfastsupsreedtai

JKy.

VHGETINB ha*
ten#

never failed to effect aeure,gtvtng
and strengthto the system debilitated
by disease.

VEUETINE.
q
BY
PREPARED

Sito

dJmmHuiEbU ---oi

Bemple boa, owHalsIag
• rtcdMcf

3

cekn

VcmU.

tions. Address I* S. Bhebmax A Co., Marshall,Mieh.

kosrtain and speedy in
i

Ascsyttvs

TOBLU? V^ETIAh^HORSB^L^ IMKKT^in Fbt
BotUea. at One Dollar, u warranted superiorto any

mF-

JW

TW

Ormai ai*o. good u
DropricaI C.aipMa.te. Ulmrerpreduoredcknre.

*•»*»»«*»**——•
all

M

MuatangHbaBaq^ «4 Gbeapeek
Hnlmant In existence. $3 cents a bottle.
Mustang linlmeut Mnia WhdA nothlfig else wtlL

IPiamaburgh, a. IT,

la Dr.
celebratedVenetian Liniment! 80 yean
rears before
oetore
the pubtia, and warranted to cue Diarrhea,
Dyi
.Dysentaty,
OoHe and Bpakas, taken InteniOy : and Croap,
tp, ^
Chronic
Rheumatism,Sore Throats, Cuts ------Braises,Old Seres,
and Pains In the limbs. Back and Chest, externally.
H bal Devtr failed.No family
fi
will ever be without
••wuuu*

the cure

MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT.

VECETINE.

name of
ion and the

U the

The Greatest Dlsosvervef the Age

Tobias*

STAND-BY,

E#tamj*hed 3ft Year*. Always cures. Ahraye
ready. Always handy. Has never yet failed. Thirl*
ffHssto tees net* u. Tbbwhbleworid apprere.

VEGKTINE |g a great panacea for our aged father*
snd mothers, for It gives them strength,quietstheir
tnee, and gtrea than Natan's sweat ateep.

/are or imitations.

GOOD OLD

FOR MAW AND BEAST.

Ind.

did.
Dee. 27, 1877.

MEDAL MCHVKD
AT CENTENNIAL.

dread diaeaae, Conaumptioo, by a aimple remedy, la
MUiou* to make known to bla feUof aafferma tho means
of cure. To all who deaire It, bo wDl tend a copy of the
prescriptionneed (froeof charge),with the dlrecUona
for prnpulnirud nalng the aame. which they will find a
bitbe Cubs for CoMioxraox,Asthma, Bbonchrs*,

Rheumatism, Neuralgia,BiliousYou will never regret It
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that
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VEGKTINE.
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TO CONSUMPTIVES.
The (uNertlnr, having been permanently cured of
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CHICItlSTS and dealera

Street.
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numroTM

SOLD BY ALL
•n nvwAtv>|n/«-

VECETINE.

is2s*m

Tub Chicago Lxdokb

copies of

by

Ben Butler took his little $2 fee the
other day as a witness before a House
committee, put it in his vest pocket, and
then pulled down his vest as jauntily as
if he’d just bagged a retainer of $5,000.

221 & 846 North Water St.,
PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

_

Ledger. Send

o#s*,sto.Try the

diaeaaa, BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCMlB
are a at Dio remedy, mtd win almoal fawarlablj ve iiomedlatu relief,

•

can be said to be a sure
remedy for the many kinds of headache,as It acta directly
apon the various cause* of this complaint— Nervousness,
Indigestion, Costiveneas,

Do you want a good Story Paper?
Such is The Chicago
for two copies.

VRGKTINK

HEADACHE. VRGRTINK

Ge&'lComntSiiiiiieMmliaDts,

given occasionally will certainly prevent it. Be
sure to get Sheridan's. The other kinds in
large packages are trash.
.

KVANSViLLE.Ind., Jan. 1.1878.

Mrs. JAMES CONNOR, 411 Third

HULL & 8COTNEY,

an agriculturalpaper

editor of

_

FOR SICK HEADACHE.

„
MR. HTKVENS:

Jtear Sir- 1 have used your
for Rick Head
ache, and been greatly benefitedthereby. I have every
reasonto believe it to be a good medicine.
Your*, very respectfully,

ADDRESS

no core for hog cholera, bnt that Sheridan’s Condition Powders

mLm
and are of

culiar color, & rat-like shape, are small

stencil,Ao. When writingus, state whetuer yon wish to
ship on consignment or sell. If renwish to sell, name
the articles,amount of each, and vour very iowewt
price for aame, deliveredf. o. b. (free on Imard cars) at

says there is absolutely

.
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THITY TII1RD YEAR.
Fighting Codling Moths

Winter.
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IS! HOST
For those who propose to fight the codling moth next season
to
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remember that

even in winter. Thousands of the worms

4,00j}

B(X)k PAGES,

tile County

Circuit Court for
of Ottawa— In Chancery.

Ann Robinson,Complainant.
w.f
Thomas Robinson, LeendertVan
den Oudeu, Hendrik Ringulberg
aud Jan Fondse,Defendants.
It pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
(Mrcnlt Court for the County of Ottawa. In Chancer)*, made and entered in the above entitled cause
on the 23d day of Fobrnary. A. D. 1817. AotUx
U hereby given, that on the
of

Mtrok, A. D.

may how

be found in crevices around appel barrels, printed In the moiti besuUfulstyle,pro/mly iawttraUd with splendid fnmvtngn, reprenentini? the
usually wedged in between barrel and newest I iiventlonn and the Boat recent Advances
| Including Mechanic* and
hoops. As warm weather aj»pK)whes in the

_

Knalw

.

be ready hi fly ‘^ben
Ironj^Ml and '1
ft ntemlenry and Chemical
doors and windows are opened the: _
j, Light, Heat, Honed: Techspring. They may be killed now in tuc hdTd% Photography, Printing. New Machinery,
New ProceBBM, New Kecipee, Improvoment* percocoons, or caug'it at, toe windows before tainlng-to TextileIndnsiry, Weavinp. Dyeing.
Coloring, New Industrial Products.Animal, Vegethey escape, as they will try to do about table, and Mineral: New and IntOKstingFacts in
April or May. If the cellar windows are Agriculture. Horticulture, the Home. Health. Medical Progress, IhtcUl Science. Natural History, Geolkept tight vntil after apple-hlosaoihing oey. Astronomy,etc,
The most va.uable practical papers, by eminent
time, most (f the moftths may be des- writers in all departmentsof Science, will be found
they will hatch and
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tw

are hidden in orchards— In

crevices,

fences, and under the bark of trees. The

common

woodpecker does a good work

iq

searchingthese out; bat many escape him.
If the surface of the

ground is plowed or

it exposes them to the
weather and they are destroyed. They

even dragged over,

will endure severe freezing, If kept dry{

the cocoon

been disis almost inevitably exposed to

but when once

turbed U
rain and

snow.

has

Scraping the rough bark

from old trees accomplishes the same
purpose for those hidden there.

the Scientific American; the whole presented
popnlar language, free from technical terms, illustrated with engravings, and so arranged as to
Interestand Inform all classes of readers, old and
young. The ScientificAmerican is promotiveof
knowledge and progress In every community where
It circulates. It should have a place In ever? fsmily, Reading
dtug Room, Library,
Llbr
ollego or School.
orms, 18.20 per year, $1.60 half year, which in
eludes prepayment of postage. Discount to Clubs
Sold bv all
and Agenta. Single copies ten cents. So
Newsdealers.-Remit by postal order to MUNN
M
&
CO., Publishers, 87 Park Row, New York.
P
In conhectlonwith the Scicni A 1 fill lO. tlfl* American. Messrs. Munn &
Co. are Solicitorsof American and Foreign Patents,
and have the largest establishmentin the world.
Patents are obtained on tht best terms. Models of
new Inventionsand Sketches examined, and advice free. A special notice is made in the Scientific American of all Inventionspatented through
this Agency,with the name and residence of the
Patentee. Public attention Is thus directed to the
merits of the new patent, and sales or introdnetion

placed arfluud the

flnunel. The

the

it Where these are

trees, not

hiding place. The bands
off,

taken

and the worma may be crushed with a

Alb

u

.*iiri-».rvu.nocxTir.sr

DYSPEPSIA,

prepared so ai

be water-proof and will

to

yeara The

last for

been

bands, ready lined,

are furnished at live cents each In quantities, and there ought to

be an inmense
demand for them. , Next season is the
bearing year for most orchards in the
country; but, unless something is done
to destroy the codling moth, our apple
crop, as was mostly the case a year ago,
will be of poor quality, and in the glut of
fruit will scarcely be worth gathering. If

•roc

•

irtredfor

may

reasonably hope for

a fair crop of apples the year after. There
are always apple blossoms enough in the

odd years to insure a supply if they were

Honduras Sarsaparilla,Yellow
Dock,

newly fitted np and furnished, and its location
the most convenientto both the railroaddepots.
is now readv to receive guests, both

IF.

W.

ho year before.—

1. F.,

JOHNSTON &

i'»

and Country Qentlmai."

Chemists A Druggists,
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No one who
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A

Holland,

does take an interest

poultry can expect

many

in

eggs in cold
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offered very cheap at

I*

W. B0SMAN,
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Hats & Caps

Bro.,

-

CANAL STREET.

GRAND

Give us

RAPIDS, MICH.

-

Great Variety

in
o

and see our

a call

Goods.
W.

J.

Holland, May

IPIEiCEjlTIX:

HOME SCHOOL,

E.

BAUDEE,

A. M.. Principal.

Planing

26,

BOSMAN.
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42-ly

Mill.

Assisted by Mrs. B ADDER and DAUGHTERS,
with other Exi>erlenced Teacher*.

CLARE

ft

GOODRICH,

Proprietors.

Now open— Pnpil? admittedatany tlm-. Course In rebuilding our new shop we have pur
of Instructionembraces English,MathemHtlcs.
chased entire new Machinery,

J. SCOTT,
Oct. 25, 'll. 37-lf Proprietor.

FPKa*
aws
ti'IuKna r\
rrv Kin
The undersigned
wishes to inform
his

of

Dealer in all kinds of AmeriMERCHANT TAILOR.
can and Foreign Marble
and Granite.
ALL SINES OfiH mNISBINE SCOBS,
Chas. Schmidt

RIDLEY HALL.

GOODS,

a fine lot

CLOTHING

BOYS’

both the
Engish & Dutch Languages.

Inscriptions cut in

Sold by all Druggists.

as to merit their approval.

Poultry.

And

161 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

If .

Winter

CO.

Arrival
kind* of

WINTER

kinds and sizes.

J.

Ancient and modern Languages and Ornamental
Brunches.
"Culliuttor
We solicit a share of the public patronage, and
For catalogue or admission,apply to the Princiwill endeavor to treat our guests in such a manner pal at Fxntom, Geneixb Co,. Micb.

f

all

all

Rev.
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A Hew

other

Preparedonly by

f

is

SCHMIDT.

Valuable Remedies.

NO

moths, bred in the abundant apple crop
t

Stillingia, Dandelion,

Wild Cherry, and

i

in

not destroyed by the myriads of codling

Of

RUW

SCOTT’S HOTEL.

P.

liiMits mil fnbsloK

for Purifying the Blood.

>

rpHIS is a new Honso. added to the old
JL bmith’sresidence, on the corner of

SCHMIDT, AUG.

great wire, from the twst selected

we can destroy the codling moth in next
year’s crop, we

CHAS.

This preparationIs compoundedwith

UCVTU

-id*nt*l injury,

change for 'goods.

fl-

all

GOODS.

P. S. Corn, Oats, Butter, Eggs and Potatoes taken in ex-

LIVER COMPLAINT
And

DRESS

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

la acknowledged to be the best and most
reliable preparation now prepared for

WOl/.'iDH,
B,
nud*r cow I tw*. > KNMON I
IN'iUBASKi) K-arlr arery p*u.ionrr I*
to an Inert.**. Under the ••id I w pasKlon-rtcould nut dr.w nwralh io ••nl do: »r* *
mu;, lb, uo t&jd.'tr huw much J '.b.tn. llat low
»i.*y cm dr.w from 12 io|50 ., muutlL Kruu
|i.00 totl-M n m./utlii*o>.w |"i t fur lowoi * d.i^rror tboo.b
ana*rlli«oJdl*wii
wunnlyt ! oa. TUuaauiila «r«yrt e.->i'i>d
topr-* on.,|iicreo—» end bounty .n I d un kmw !L P.VTt.lTI
•Dd TUADK MAlUSMcarad *nd LAM* L’ASSUIIartd.
F-S « i-m.ed In asy r-d« tinlr*. mr'-.'wnftil. “TllK 110X8 IX
BLUE," anlp'X* roonth'.yp.*-r,for a«ldl*r*. y rta ay**r
Sump'.* re*. Uoolt of eo'ttplr'* U. 8. Psnsloa Lew*, IS ct* , a id
abu.k ofU. 8. Ltr.d L>w*. js cm — (wue* f.e*. Kiaploy an
Attorue., reald.r*In WASHINGTON who cun glr* p*r*oa*1
tcnt:yato your bn* AaMbefnr* lb* DaMrtcamla. Addraaa (with
lump} ** Oal St. W. F1TZ0B3ALD. U. S- CUlta A» rnoy,
baas Baa mi WAMUiitnov. D.
601.1i

common flat-iron. The paper has

GOODS, GROCERIES, SALT,

Yeara

Sarsaparilla

aartlc*by wound*, acaklvaut lujari**,h»rnlaor
raptor*, Jo** ufaitlitnr hnrlnj,or d.iiru* *1
laiu(*, Imrt. -ye*, or rti-u-> itlim,»irli
o«*rania,
p'.lr*,f»lllnstick at nrul**,or C route lll*rrh'Mt. B»ro t:i*lo«* of » rt'isrr.orto*. or *ay
«Ui«r Jmury.d -ra-onraretdent.ntJtlMa.nldlor
|o pauj.ou. Ptutio.t aud l>.>uul.e* obLuawl
arbtr* dwebarr**»r* lo*t. N w d tcrurr** ob-

one coddling

are easily

UVEADE CLOTHIUG

Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes,

Ny
Johnston's

PENSIONS

proeamdrofartr? aoldltr diaablt.1Id »h« U.

thousand will seek any other

in a

READY

Call and see our nice line of LADIES’

.

worm

days in

for the next 30

Lime, Lath, Land plaster, Shingles, &c.

AT1?MTQ

hides itself in the flannel and

spins its cocoon with

G-TOIsT

BC-A-IRiRyllsr

8

-

worm

E. J.

DRY

With all else that is done, do not neglect
Any person who has made a new discovery or Invention,can ascertain,free of charge, whether a
to provide a good supply of paper bands, patent can probablybe obtained, by writing to the
to wind around the trees. I saw last week nnderslgnru. Address for the paper, or concern
ing patents.
MUNN A CO.,
some paper bands prepared by Mr. A.
87 Park Row. New York.
Branch Office, Co. F A 7lh 8ta., Washington, D. C.
Greenman, of Lockport,Niargara County,
a thin lilting of cotton

OF—

—

EDWIN BAXTER,

often effected.

with

CHEAP CASH STORE

Circuit Court Commimiimer in aud for Ottaira
County, Michigan.
Wm. N. Anobi., ComvMnont's Solicitor. 40-7w

in

Multitudesof these worms and cocoons

III

Great Bargains will be given at the

o'clock la the

forenoon,at the front door of the Court Tlonse.
in the City of GrnndHaven. in said County pf Ottawa, I, th» snbscribHr, a Circuit Conn Commissioner, in and for said Connty,will sell, at public auction. to the highest bidder, the lands and premises
describedin said decree, to-wlt: the south-east
quarter of the sooth-west quarter of section twentyfour in town seven north of ranee fourteen west,
excepting onencre In south-east corner, eight rods
east and west and twenty rods north and south,
and situate in said County of Ottawa and State
of Michigan.
Dated, January 11, 1878.
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troyed.
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nlttUl

which hatch into codling moth are carried
into cellars, and their cocoons

Chancery Sale.
OF MICHIGAN: The

Having rented tha machine shop and power, owned
by Wm. H. Deming, of thin place, we are
preparedto repair all kinds of

Of the Mont Approved Patterns;
ind we are confident wc can
want

BANKING.

satisfy all

whe

Muurj.-Statiimrj aai

Planing, Matching,

Spu

up New Machinei'y,

Setting

Or Re-Sawing Done.

I

Portitle

SHAFTING, ETC.,

rfuTiHa

old friends
WE HAVE A STEAM
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being ai
with snow and the fowls can find little present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangeUtlriig Nti Work, Sav
ments with Mr. D. K. Mecngs,at Holland, ai whose
but what Is given them. I believe, with store, on River street,all job work for binding can
proper attention to keeping the roosting- be left. I have purchaseda new and completeline
of tools and slock and will furnish first-class work
Do a general Banking, Exchange, and Collecplaces, clean, good shelter, and a varied
WE
A
tion business. Collections made on all points In
A. CLOETINGH.
ihe United Slates and Europe, Particular attenSPECIALITY.
Moskeoon, Sept. 8 1875.
Mr. Cla.k having had fourteen years of exp<
diet, disease would be unknown. To
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
letico in setting np and repairing Engine*.Boilet
promote laying, feed alternately wheat,
Rrmittances made on the day of payment. All
DOORS, SASH
BLINDS,
putting in Steam heating apparatus, Pipe-bnildii
basincs* intrustedto us shall have prompt atten
for steam, t a* and water, we will try and give si
buckwheat, boiled oats, scalded bran,
lion. Interest allowed on time desosits, subject Or anything in our line, manufactured on short Isfactionto all that give n* a call.
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought aud
sometimesseasoned with pepper, and a
notUe.
CLARK A GUODRICK.
sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
little corn occasionally.Onions, chopped
sold at our office.
Holland, Mich., May 17.
15-lj
H. W.
& Co.
N. KENYON#
fine and mixed with their food, are an exJ. VAN PUTTEN,

weather, or when the ground is covered

BANKERS,
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN. IDH/ST IKIILItT

Mon, Ming,

PULLEYS, ETC,

AND TUP DRYING OF LUMPER
SHALL MAKE
AND
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cellent stimulant and promote health
if

;

and,

on hand, thick, sour milk, placed where

they can drink it

la

also relished. I find

twenty flve bens take a bucket three qu*r
ters fall daily,

it.

When

and they seem

milk

is

to thrive

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
The

Ion of this popular newspaperhas
more than trebled during the past year. It con
tains all the leading news containedin (he Daily
Herald, and ia arranged io handy departments.

3STBW

circuit:

on The

FOREIGN

MEAT MARKET

Hardware Store

NEWS

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

not on hand, keep clean embraces special dispatches from all quarters cf
the globe, together with unbiassed,faithful and
graphic plcures of the great War in Europe. Ungravel and a place to der the head of

water always wiihliitheir reach. Crashed
oyster shells and

AMERICAN NEWS
These
are given the TelegraphicDespatches of the week
directions are for cold weather and when from all parta of tht Union. T1
This feature alone
makes
the ground la covered with snow. I have
THE WEEKLY HERALD
a

dozen in market

my Light Brahma hens for
more. Our marketiuan says

for eggs from
a month or

the most valuable newspaper in the world, as it is
the cheapest.
Every week is given a faithfulreport of

POLITICAL NEWS,
they bring 5 cents a dozen more than eggs embracingcompleteand comprehensivedispatches
from Washington, Includingfull reports oi the
of the Leghorns or smaller breeds. Being apeecuesof eminent politicians on the questions

much

larger, they are taken first. No

fowls can

stan

i

the cold weather or lay

neighbors’flower beds in summer.— CMticator

and Country Gentleman.

How
Take

to

Stop Apple* until Summer.

fine dry

hard wood, put

sawdust from well seasoned

a

thick layer on the hot

a

The undersignedhas opened a hardware store in
the old atasioof G. J. liaverkate, where be will
keep cotwtaotiyon hand a complete stock of General Hardware, Stoves, Glass, Nalls, Farming Implements.Carpenter'sTools and everythingelse
belongingto our line of business.
Son’s Hardware Store.

J.

Tinware very Neatly and

THE FARM DEPARTMENT

suggestionsfor keeping buildings und farming
utensils in repair. This laenppletnoited by a well
edited department,widely copied,under the head

°f

THE HOME, \

Holland, July

Promptly Repaired.
Call

jy

14.

VAN ZOEREN.

J

assortmemt #/ Parlor

4 VANDERVKEN.

Holland, Sept.

26,
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AM

antborized to *ell the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

term*.

>
NEW TORE HERALD,

man

atamp*.

in

the land.

„

.

“Gem’

Holland. Mich’

1877.

This Lecture should be in the hands of

Sent nnder seal, In a plain envelope,to any ad
dress, poet-paid, on receipt of six conta or tw o
post
.
Address the Publishers,

MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland,

FALL AND

Millinery

I

11 Axa BV, »#w York; Post OfficeBox. 1586.

WINTER.
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Fancy Dry Goods,

And

a

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Scaris, Hoods, Cloaks,

Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, Germantown Canvass, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,

Ribbons, Lace Collars, Dress Silks

form,

Change.

i

V#1®

FOB SALE.

is a

a

Ac.

every youth and every

TUG FOR SALE.

and see and give us a share I
of your Patronage.

A Urge

giving reclpea for practice)dlahas,hints for making chithiLg and for keeping up with the Igtest
fashions at the lowest price. Letteis from our
Paris and London correspondentson the very
latest fashions.The Home Department of the
Weekly Herald will nave the boosewifa more than
one hundred timet the price of the paper,

layer of

menta to Marriage, etc,; also ConRumption, Epilepsy and Fit* indneedby self-indulgence or scxnal
extravagance.

cally.

W. BUTKAU,

of

There

--

FIRST WARD.

Weakness,Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impolicy, Mental and Phyaical Incaoacity,Impedi-

price in sealed envelope, only «ix cants.
The celebrated author, in tbl* admirableEssay,
The undesignedannounce* to tho Public that clearlydnnonstiatca.(Tom a thirtj years' tmccea*they have finlnhedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
fnl practice, that the alarming consequences of
now ready to supply thbir customer*with all kind*
self-nbnse may be radicallycured without the danof Meats and 8au*ages. By promptneaa and fair
gerous use of internal medicine er the application
dealing they feel confident of giving *atl*factlonto
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of care at once
all those who wish to favor them with part of theit
simple, certain and effectual,bv means of which
trade.
every sufferer, no matter what hi* condition may
The stand I* one door west of G. J. Haverkate A be. may care himselfcheaply, privately and radi-

llcwteg describedLots In the City of
rad, iwllt sell
at' the following p
~
prices.
page
devoted
to all the latest phases
:k Ft Lot 6, Block G, West Additloi
on $175
apples, not close together, nor close to the
LotO,
of the business markets,Crops, Merchandise,Ac.,
;
18,
filock
8,
Us
Lot
&A/V
II,
Block
un/viv
It,
i
•
^
Sooth
muuiia
\fest
ww cow
each ;
staves of the barrel,put sawdust liberally Ac. A valuable feature Is fonnd in the specially Addition D 75 each. Lotnl,2,3.1,6&0in Block
reported prices and conditions of
[unitedplat near the at. L. S. depot at
25, as
over and aroand, and continue until about
THE PRODUCE MARKET.
cxcoptilotalAI which are $800 each,
$•125.,
a bushel and a half ar^so packed in each
While all the newalromtlulast Are to tha Dis- Also 61 i West of Tint avenue at$12Seach. The
above1 i be sold for • email payment down. AIM
barrel. Kedp In
plane. ? Bound cover of fitanley an. to bo found In tho Weekly
log Lota 7, 10 it, it. 18, and 14. In Block
the foil
Herald, due attention Is given to
, 4* 6 tod ) In Block H. The above will
applet packed Inlhleway h*Ve been kept
SPORTING NEWS
long credit and small payments down.
besoW
in a abed where the thermometer for some ai home and abroad, togetherwith a Story every
Apply to,
a Sermon by some eminent divine, Literary,
days has been nesr zero, and when un- week,
M. D. HOWARD.
Mmicai, Dramatic, Personal and Sea Notes
packed have been found lit good condi- There is no paper in the world which contnina
much news matter every week aa the Weekly Hen
tion.— AT. F. Wit no*. t
whlehisseut, postage free, for One Dollar. Yon
one of
Of either
eithersex.
sox. In any part
pari of
of the
«•»
mar ftubacrtbeat any time.
countrywho i* willing to work steadily
THE
NEW
YORK
HERALD
at the employment that we furnish. $66 per week
Trek planting, so far as deciduous
In yonr own town. Yon need not be away from
In a weekly
___ _
trees jgo, should be done with the sauie
home over night Ton can give yonr whole time
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
care aa directed for fruit trees. Ever- Paper* publishingthto prooprcts wlthoitbeing to the work, tr only yonr *pnre moments. Wo
authorised will not noceaaBrllyreceive an ex- have agents who are making over f iO nor day.
Ai. who engage at once can malm money mat. At
greens may be left until later,, and they
yj
the proven i time money cannot bo made so ansUy
require even more care, (or if the rents
Address.
and rapidly at any other business. It costs noth
n
UU free.
ing to try ihe business. Term* .en4 $5
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